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Utilization of hydroenergefic 
resources of a humankind. This res 
and also its share in an electric

potential to acquire energy belongs to one of the oldest energy 
cures has kept its importance in the world power balance up to now 
energy proouction as the noblest fora of energy in a world balance

of energy resources.

According to 111, the hydrosnergetic potential shares in about 18.51, the saze as a power 
energy, in this balance. Only coal - 42,51, shares in a larger portion in covering electric energy 
production. Natural gas and crude oil share in this balance only in 10,51 and 9.71 respectively.

The balance of primary energy resources for electric energy production mentioned above is 
different for every state because it is given by certain, especially natural features of the state 
in question. A protection of its primary energy resources and thus also a hydrosnergetic potential 
should be the basic strategic thesis of every state. Especially because this resource is 
ecologically the most tolerant energy resource, it does not threaten environment with pollution, 
possible ecological accidents and it also does not produce any wastes.

The term hydrosnergetic potential will lean for the purposes of our next considerations 
"a primary technically usable hydrosnergetic potential" (HEP in the following) of a state, a river 
basin or a river section.

HEP term will lean a sua of average yearly productions of built and realized hydroelectric 
power plants (VE) and small hydroelectric power plants (MV'E! of the region.

HE? is calculated by a value 7,361 GWh/year at approximate installed capacity 2,575 MW in works 
of Vfskumny Qstav energetickf Bratislava and VUPEK Bratislava [23, [33, [43. If HEP is expressed in 
the amount of brown coal which would be required for production of the same amount of electric 
energy (so called coal equivalent), we get the aaount of about 8.4 tons of this kind of fuel yearly 
including ail of the negative aspects resulting from burning this amount of coal. About 2.3 mil tons 
of ash, 176 ktons of sulphur oxides, etc. for instance would be produced in a year.

Morphology and a central location in the continent of Europe is an important fact determining 
the size and distribution of HEP in the area of the Slovak Republic. These natural features of the 
Slovak Republic have predetermined that only one large European river - Danube, runs through the 
Slovak Republic. Even this one runs through the territory of the Slovak Republic only in the length 
of 22.5 km and in the length of about 149.5 km the Danube creates a border of the Slovak Republic 
with Austria and Hungary. Thus the section of the Danube to which the Slovak Republic is somehow 
entitled, which is however conditioned by agreements with the neighbors, has a length of about 172 
km which represents about 6.6! of total usable length of the Danube.

Other Slovak rivers mostly only well in the Slovak Republic and run out from its territory. 
Thus the Slovak Republic can be called, exaggerating a little bit, as a roof of Europe. In order to 
be able to talk about water management in the Slovak Republic, a part of the water on this "roof* 
must be kept so that it could be available at the time of its lack. What is a role of water 
management and its accumulation reservoirs?

__ With respect to natural features of the Slovak Republic and the aaount of electric energy
consumed in the Slovak Republic, which was permanently decreasing after 198? till 1993 (see tab.2! 
and since that year it has again had an increasing tendency, the HEP of the Slovak Republic cannot, 
even if it is utilized completely (7,361 GWh/year), cover electric energy consumption in the Slovak 
Republic. Thus building hydroelectric power plants in the Slovak Republic did not follow maximum 
production of electric energy by run of river VEs with a relatively small installed capacity, but 
since the very beginning of permanent utilization of HEP in the Slovak Republic, which can be dated 
since 2936 in which VE Lance on the river Vab was put into operation, hydroelectric power planes 
which could carry out regulation services, i.e. operate in timely limited sections of increased 
electric energy consumption (peaks, at fast rise into peaks, coverage of emergency situations in the 
system, etc.) have been built as far as the circumstances allowed to do so.



This strict position of VEs in the electrification systa of the Slovak Republic (also in the 
Czechoslovakia in the past) has also influenced design and a scheme of VEs, especially on our the 
most important river from the point of view of power engineering - the river Vih, on which every VE 
or a group of derivative VEs, starts with a weir or a reservoir, respectively the accumulation 
voiuse of which provides a regulation operation of VE, The first VE Ladce was built according to 
this scheme, too. O.Kodkovce weir has a useful volume of 2.0 mil. cubic meters, absorption capacity 
of turbines was 135 m:'/s originally, later it was changed to 150 s3/s, whereas an average flow in 
a profile of O.Kodkovce weir is 133 a3/s and it represents about 110 day water.

The difference between the maximum and minimum loads of the electrification system changes 
within several hours in an order of hundreds of iW. The course of the daily load of the 
electrification system of the Slovak Republic on September 24, 1996 including its coverage by the 
sources which are available in the electrification system of the Slovak Republic is shown in fig.i 
as an example of load variations in the electrification system of the Slovak Republic and its 
coverage by individual sources.

The described position of VEs in the electrification system of the Slovak Republic is certainly 
reflected in statistics of energy resources in the Slovak Republic. The share of individual 
resources in coverage of a total electric energy consumption and the share of installed capacities 
of individual resources in the electrification system are shown in tab.I and 2.

Distribution of HEP of the Slovak Republic to individual river basins is shown in fig.2. In
this picture, it is obvious that the river Vih with 3,505 GHh/year is the most important river in
the Slovak Republic and the Danube with 2,655 Giih/year (taking into account only the Slovak part) is 
the second one. The schedule of construction of individual VEs on the river Vih was affected
especially by a power efficiency of the utilized section of the river Vih and technical and
legislative problems which result in economic indicators of respective projects.

It results from the scheme of VEs on the river Vih, see fig.3, and the schedule of construction 
of VEs shown'in tab.3, that the most appropriate sections of the "middle" Vih from the point of view 
of power engineering in which the river head is not still sufficient and the rate of flow is large 
enough and more over, the technical and legislative problems were not especially difficult, were 
utilized first of all. (The group Ladce “Ilava - Dubnica - Trend In and Kostolni - N.Sesto 
- H.Streda). The sections with certain technical problems (e.g. slumps, flat reservoirs dammed on 
both sides, etc.) were also used later.

The system of hydro power projects Gabilkovo - Nagymaros or only the hydro power project 
Gabilkovo, respectively, which suffered from an excessive politicization of the problem, is 
a special case in utilization of HEP in the Slovak Republic.

Utilization of HEP in the Slovak Republic by the end of 1995, obvious in fig.2, reaches the 
value 3,918 GHh/year, i.e. about 53.21.

From the European point of view it even is not the European average value in 1989 [51 which was 
55.11. As far as only the numbers are concerned, this balance does not sound alarming enough.

—Howeveiv-if-we-reslize that nearly a half_of_ouc_HEP.is.nat ufHivpd whirh means that about 4.2 mil, 
tons of brown coal (for illustration, it should be mentioned that this is about 1.4 times the yearly 
production in the coal mines in Noviky in 1995) "flows', to put in metaphorically, out from the 
Slovak Republic territory, we think that these facts are worth thinking about for the top managers 
in. this state to admit a true position in energy resources of the Slovak Republic to HEP, too and to 
raise the interest of a society above angry interests of departments and to implement clear and 
logical rules in HEP utilization.

Potential energy of water is directly converted into electric energy in utilization of 
a primary HEP. In case of a secondary hydroenergetic potential, it is a conversion of electric 
energy (especially at a time of its excess) into potential energy of water by its repuspinq from 
a lower reservoir into an upper ore. At a time of lack of electric energy, electricity is produced



in a turbine mode of operation and water gets into the lower reservoir. The cycle is closed and can 
be repeated. Pros this point uf view, the pooped storage plants iPVEi in which this process takes 
place are not a source of energy but they act in the electrification system as accumulators - or 
electric energy regulators, respectively.

These projects consume energy for their operation 'acre energy is required for water 
accumulation than is gained in turbine aode of operation. Total efficiency of a repusping cycle is 
about 751 with tne east FVEs. It results from the above that economy of PVE can be based only on 
a difference in the price of electric energy used for pusping of water - accumulation, and the price 
of produced electric energy or m a special appreciation of services which PVE offers to the 
electrification system.

Conditions for construction of PVE are certainly given by the characteristics of the site which 
must be appropriate not only from the point of view cf morphology, geology, hydrology but also from 
the point of view of urbanistics, environment protection, etc, More over, mostly the large modern 
PVEs must be connected to corresponding sources of a primary energy, e.g. nuclear power plants, 
through corresponding transmission paths.

Pros the information mentioned amove, it is obvious that FVEs are important from the point of 
view of operation of sources of energy in the electrification system not only as ’sources' of energy 
at a time of lack but also as 'consumers* of electric energy at a time of excess of the energy in 
the system. A regulation range of PVE is then given as a sum of absolute values of max. power input 
in pumped aode of operation and the power output accessible in a turbine aode of operation.

Four PVEs are connected to the electrification system in the Slovak. Republic the basic 
parameters of which are shown in tab.4, The data is taken from 163. Sasic schemes of PVEs are 
described in the following 173;
1. DobSini PVE uses water from the river Hnilec and transmits it into a basin of the river Slana. 

Paicmanski IfaSa reservoir with 10.3 ail. cubic meters represents a supply reservoir filled with 
natural flows of the river Hnilec and also an upper reservoir for repumping the water from the 
reservoir in Vliia dolina, 172 thous. cubic meters.

2. Rutin PVE is a hydroelectric power plant below a dam with a reservoir of a total volume 59.0 ail. 
cubic meters on the river Hamid. It is used far retaining of natural flows of the river and also 
as an upper reservoir of PVE. The lower reservoir of PVE is used for repumping and also for 
compensation of flows and has a volume of 3.7 ail. cubic meters - Rutin II.

3. L.fiara PVE is a das hydroelectric power plant in which 4 power units are installed in total out 
of which two are reversible. The reservoir is used to compensate flow of the river Vih and also 
as an upper reservoir for repumping (reversible) units. The reservoir has a total volume of 360 
mil. cubic meters. Beieflcvi reservoir with a total volume of about 9.8 ail, cubic meters is 
a lower and also a compensation reservoir of this PVE.

4. C.Vih PVE is the only PVE in the Slovak Republic without a natural water inflow into the upper 
reservoir so far. It is also cur largest PVE in which 6 power units are installed. The lower 
reservoir retains water from the river Cierny Van and it is also used for “storage’ of water in 
a turbine mode of operation. The upper reservoir is an artificial one without a natural inflow. 
Both are connected with three armored supply conduits. Available volume of upper and lower 
reservoire-is 3.7-m-ih-eubic meters,-whereas• the total -wlaae-ot-the-lower. reservoir is 4.7 ail. 
cubic meters.

Referring to the requirements placed onto our electrification system in relation to connection 
to'UCPTE, especially to the requirement of a fast coverage of an emergency reserve -r the system, 
a way of utilization of the PVE was also changed. This reserve is kept in the most convenient way in 
PVEs which results in blocking of a pare of the volume of upper reservoirs cf PVEs and also 
reduction in production from repumping. This fact is also reflected in the statistics of electric 
energy production shown in tab.1.

HEP utilization, both primary and secondary ones, is carried out in the conditions of the 
Slovak Republic in multipurpose water projects with energetic utilization as a rule. It means that



energetic utilization is only one of the benefits of these projects. However, it should be mentioned 
immediately that in the present economic conditions, the energetic utilization is the main and in 
most of the cases the only one benefit of these multipurpose hydro power projects which can be paid 
for. HE? is not responsible for this economic faux pas but the incomplete economic relations of our 
legislation are.

The absurdity of economic relations in' HE? utilization described above then finally leads to 
discrimination of HEP utilization and there is an effort to hang everything which the multipurpose 
hydro projects contain on it. Only this way it can happen that in conditions of the Slovak Republic 
an ecological efficiency of HEP utilization is discussed even if it does not produce any wastes thus 
it does not require any permanent ash damps or storages for nuclear waste.

The facts that due to a long term operation of multipurpose hydro projects no negative impact 
on environment was proved are also neglected and vice versa recreation zones (Orava, L.hara, 
Pacmonski Mata. etc.) and even protection zones or areas (Tr.Biskupice weir, Drahovce weir, etc.) 
were created in the whole range of these projects. These facts can only hardly be found in other 
energy sources.
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Obr.c.1

Fig. 1. Participation of water power stations on daily diagram loading of energetic system SR
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Obr.c. 3
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Vyroba s spotreba elektrickej energle v SR v GWh
Tabufka 6.1

Rok Vyroba podia druhov eleklrArnf Saldo
Imp.-exp.

Spotreba Podlel vyroby na spotreba v %
parnd jadrovi vodnd prederp. zAvodnd Spoil! pam< |adrov6 vodr>6 prederp. zAvodnd epolu dcTvoz

1670 6239 0 1904 17 1995 10155 3664 13819 45.1 0.0 13.8 0.1 14.4 73.5 26.5
1675 6449 187 1838 122 2773 13366 6872 19241 43.9 1.0 9.6 0.6 14.4 69.6 303
1980 10585 4523 2208 109 2651 20078 3347 23423 45.2 193 9.4 03 113 65.7 14.3
1685 7647 6382 2158 464 2936 22507 4216 26722 28.2 35.1 8.1 1.8 11.0 84.2 15.6
1686 6573 12167 2005 592 2736 24066 5432 29498 22.3 41.2 8.6 2.0 93 61.6 16.4
1990 6883 12035 1902 681 2857 24068 5229 29297 23.6 41.1 6.5 23 9.1 62.2 17.6
1691 6609 11686 1461 402 2571 22732 4340 27072 24.4 43.2 6.4 13 93 64.0 16.0
1692 6556 11048 1937 395 2406 22346 3470 25816 25.4 42.8 7.6 13 9.3 86.6 13.4
1693 6258 11022 3480 397 2260 23417 1112 24529 25.6 443 14.1 1.6 93 95.5 4.5
1694 5688 12135 4300 254 2363 24740 422 25162 22.6 48.2 17.1 1.0 9.4 98.3 1.7
1695 6813 11437 4908 264 2483 25906 1419 27324 24.0 413 18.0 1.0 9.1 94.8 5.2

Table 1 Production and consumption of elektrical energy in SR ( GWh )



Instalovany vykon elektrarni v ES SR

TabuFka c. 2
Rok Instalovany vykon v MW Podiel typov elektrarni v %

PE JE VE Spolu PE JE VE
1980 2831.2 860.0 981.7 4672.9 60.6 18.4 21.0
1981 2826.2 860.0 1316.5 5002.7 56.5 17.2 26.3
1982 2932.2 860.0 1539.5 5331.7 55.0 16.1 28.9
1983 2948.7 860.0 1539.5 5348.2 55.1 16.1 28.8
1984 2996.0 1320.0 1540.2 5856.2 51.2 22.5 26.3
1985 3013.0 1760.0 1585.0 6358.0 47.4 27.7 24.9
1986 3019.0 1760.0 1585.0 6364.0 47.4 27.7 24.9
1987 3018.0 1760.0 1584.1 6362.1 47.4 27.7 24.9
1988 2986.0 1760.0 1654.0 6400.0 46.7 27.5 25.8
1989 2970.0 1760.0 1654.5 6384.5 46.5 27.6 25.9
1990 2940.0 1760.0 1652.1 6352.1 46.3 27.7 26.0
1991 2901.5 1760.0 1652.1 6313.6 46.0 27.9 26.2
1992 2901.5 1760.0 1832.1 6493.6 44.7 27.1 28.2
1993 2959.2 1760.0 2106.0 6825.2 43.4 25.8 30.9
1994 2965.2 1760.0 2205.3 6930.5 42.8 25.4 31.8
1995 2969.7 1760.0 2386.8 7116.5 41.7 24.7 33.5

Table 2. Installed power plants output of energic system
in Slovakia



Tabufka 3
Vyroba elektrickej energie jednotlivych VE od ich uvedenia do previdzky do konca r. 1995 (kWh)

Nizov VE uved. do prev. 
(rok)

celkovi doterajsia 
vyroba (W)

nizov VE uved. do prev. 
(rok)

celkovi doterajSia 
vyroba (W)

Orava 1953 1 192 230 386 Nos ice 1957 5 978 157 733
TvrdoSin 1979 199 459 900 Ladce 1936 4 500 625 613
Ciemy Vih 1981 5 212 070 211 Hava 1946 3 908 411 563
Lip. Mara 1975 2 548 426 800 Dubnica nTV 1949 3 935 172 839
BeSertovi 1976 330 414 300 Tren&'n 1956 • 3 384 821 402
Krpefany 1957 2 265 261 404 Kostolni 1953 4 778 567 700
Sucany 1958 3 473 503 970 Novi Mesto 1953 4 805 264 901
Lipovec 1960 2 971 077 300 Horn* Streda 1954 4 924 772 367
Hrifiov 1962 1 923 827 800 Madunice 1960 5 046 775 700
MikSovi 1 1963 5 724 955 600 Krifovi 1985 1 056 375 700
MiSovi II 1971-1984 13 041 480

spolu 71 692 480 469P. Bystrica 1963 3 519 029 800

Table 3.
Electricity production of individual VES since putting them into opperation till 
the end of 1995 ( kWh )



Prehl’ad zakladnych parametrov PVE na Slovensku

Nazov PVE Uvedenie do 
prevadzky

Typ turbin - 
cerpadiel

Celkovy dosaz. 
vykon PVE v 

turbin. 
prevadzke

Celkovy vykon 
PVE

v cerpadlov. 
prevadzke

Regulacny 
rozsah PVE

rok MW MW MW

Dobsina 1956 2xFrancis
2xodstred.
cerpadlo

22,8 18 40,82

Ruzin 1. 1968 2xFrancis. -
reverz.

60 66 126

Lipt. Mara 1975 2xdiagonalna-
reverz.
2xKaplan

198 106 304

C. Vah 1981 6xFrancis
6xdvojtupnove
jednonatokove
cerp.

660,75 664,2 1324,95

Table 4.
List of basic parametres of PVEs in the Slovak Republic



Repub1icList of basic parameters of FVEs in the Slovak 
nAzov PVE - F’VE name
uvedenie do prevAdzky - putting into operation 
typ turbin-Cerpadiel - type of turbines-pumps 
celkovy dosatitel'ny vykon PVE v turblnovej prevAc 

available capacity of PVE in a turbine mode c
s.e - total 
operation

celkovy vykon PVE v cerpad level prevAdzke - total power 
output of PVE in a pumped mode of operation 

reguladny rozsah PVE - regulation range of PVE

Vx
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This paper, with respect to its extent, cannot be an exhausting economic analysis of 
utilization of hydrenergetic potential in the Slovak republic. Its aim is to clarify basic inputs 
into economic calculations of hydro Power projects which then can drastically affect efficiency of 
these projects in different ways as there are no distinct economic and legal regulations in our 
country as the hydroenergstic potential I HEP) utilization is concerned.

Me think that distorted inputs trapped with different ideas of groups sharing in HEP 
utilization can not provide, in a final Phase, objective evaluation of HEP as one of the resources 
of electrification system t£S) of the Slovak Republic especially because each of these groups first 
of all pushes its own interests through, Consequently any methodology for evaluation of E3 
resources, however precise it may be, can then be used, inputs which are not objective cannot be 
used for an objective evaluation of respective resources. In our case, for an objective evaluation 
of HEP utilization.

Evaluation of economic parameters of individual resources of E5 and their economic 
profitability should finally reflect in a composition of resources. Fundamentally it is also valid 
for the Slovak Republic which has inherited the composition of resources from the past. In 1995, the 
share of individual resources of ES in production in the Slovak Republic was as follows:
- nuclear power plants - 41.341
- steam power plants - 24.931
- hydroelectric power plants - 18.931
- factory power plants - 9.091
- import - 5.191

However, in the same year, the individual resources of ES in the Slovak Republic shared in 
a balance of installed capacity - 7,114 MW according to [11 as follows:
- nuclear power plants - 24.71
- steam power plants - 31.02
- hydroelectric power plants - 33.41
- factory power plants - 10.91

It is obvious from the facts mentioned above that eacn of the basic sources of ES has its place 
in this balance. That e.g. capacity of nuclear power plants is the most utilized from the point of 
view of time thus their basic role is to cover the basic part of a daily diagram of load. Compared 
to this, hydroelectric power plants with their largest share in installed capacity are less utilized 
from the point of view of time and are designed to cover half peak or peak loads, respectively. Thus 
it would be a rather unlucky step if one of the resources were preferred and another one shifted 
into a background although with a reasoning that it has to wait some lime. Unfortunately, these 
directions appear in a perspective planning and are also reasoned by unfavorable economic indicators 
of new hydro power projects. Whereas the fact that the costs for production of 1 MWh of electric 
energy are in VE (hydroelectric power plant) the lowest of all resources is circumvented.

In HEP utilization, especially of a priaary hydrcenergatic potential, mostly construction and 
operation of multipurpose hydro power projects with power utilization are of concern in the Slovak 
conditions. This fact results then in a different—afprsach-to-foraulatioa of-inputs-for an economic 
evaluation of these multipurpose projects as resources for ES of the Slovak Republic. Namely, hydro 
power projects are of concern and they have several benefits and electric energy production is only 
one of them. In the past, this problem used to be solved by cooperation between two departments 
-'power engineering and water management ones, (the Ministry of National Economy and the Ministry of 
Agriculture at present) so that the power engineering department financed a technological part of VE 
from the funds of the power engineering department or loans taken over by the power engineering 
department or some of its organizational units, respectively.

Then the water management department financed the remaining water management par: of the hydro 
power project from a national budget, whereas the funds for financing the building part of VE or 
respective parts of the hydro power project serving exclusively to power engineering, respectively 
received the Slovak national budget, which was funded from a federal one, from a power engineering



category of budget. Then power engineering department, after finishing the construction., received 
irca the water management department the objects serving exclusively far power engineering in a form 
of gratis transfer and for the retaining parts of the objects serving also for other purposes, it 
paid yearly so called "rent’ from hydro power projects to water management operator of the hydro 
power plant. Nearly the same scheme was also used in construction of 3V0 Q-N till the end of 1992.

Fundamentally, the largest PVE in our country - PVE Cisrny Vih, was also financed according to 
this scheme. As ail of the objects in this construction serve exclusively for power engineering 
purposes and they do not have water management effect, the costs for this PVE were covered 
exclusively by the power engineering department.

Since 1933 the national budget of the Slovak Republic has not contained a budget category for 
construction of development structures of water management (neither SVS 5-N but also neither hydro 
power project Zilina). That is the reason why different proposals far financing the water management 
development investments or water management parts of hydro power projects, respectively have been 
occurring.

Unfortunately, all of the proposals had to be based an a controlled price of the only product 
of hydro power projects, i.e. electric energy, which can be paid for. This is the only source which 
can be used to cover redemption of loans taken over for construction of activities of water 
management in conditions in which a state as a tax collector does not participate in financeaent of 
parts of hydro power projects beneficial to the public. In this situation, it is nearly the same if, 
within one hydro power project, the objects which are related to utilization of hydro power only as 
a matter of peripheral importance or they are not related a: ail, are covered in this way or so 
called "solidarity1 financeaent is of concern in which the profits from electric energy production 
in one hydro power project with a power utilization are also 1 transferred’ into a construction of 
parts of other new hydro patter projects beneficial to the public.

Anyway, these objectives are with their consequences directed against further utilization of 
HE? as they rapidly decrease economic indicators of hydro power projects up to such extent that 
these are becoming to be of no interest as prospective sources of ES in the Slovak Republic.

Otherwise, this kind of economic unbearable load of multipurpose hydro power projects with 
a power utilization meets the conditions not to stop construction of water management projects at 
present. However there is one open question of redemption of loans taken over for these structures. 
The situation is getting even more complicated by the fact that at present a state, or a region 
which is affected by the hydro power project and will also use its functions beneficial to the 
public, does not have any effort or possibility to participate in a financeaent of the construction 
of parts of hydro power projects beneficial to the public or take over any ooligations for future, 
e.g. a warranty of tax vacation for a business entity financing the construction of a complex 
multipurpose hydro power project, etc. In this way, the funds collected from HE? utilization are not 
returned back into a sphere of further development of HEP utilization, but into other spheres which 
should be financed from other resources and not from the electricity production. It is obvious that 
a state, as an owner of HEP, has this right to redistribute funds collected by HE? utilization but 
at the same time the state should be aware of the fact-isa;—tins-way it aakas-oca—of.its largest 
primary energetic resources unfavorable and the state itself exercises pressure for increasing the 
price of electricity.
•' Similar redistribution of funds from electric energy production in the existing VEs into 

a construction of other power resources also does not support HE? utilization. It is obvious that 
the reasoning for "economic unfavourability" to construct hydro power projects !HESs) in conditions 
in which a business entity having an effort to use HE? must finance a complete hydro power project 
finally represents less effort than to clean the financeaent of HEP utilization from different 
burdens of financeaenc of everything which is otherwise related to the hydro power project but is 
not related to electric energy production.

If the conditions of HE? utilizaiion in a developed part of the world or Europe were the same



as those that are in our country at present, the level of HE? utilization would not be 70-30 and 
acre percent. A level of HEP utilization 53.2% by 1995 was basically reached in conditions of 
financeaent of HEDs in the way described by the end of 1992.

Another fact of an economic evaluation of resources of our ES which discriminates HEP 
utilization is the fact that the Slovak power dispatching centre cannot imagine otherwise safe 
operation of our ES without a power reserve which is installed in VEs and especially in PVEs but its 
valuation is done at present only through a kWh produced, which is certainly an economic nonsense, 
because capacities installed in VEs and PVEs have been prepared since their design for a low time 
utilization with a relative high power output which represents high investment costs. In evaluations 
these power outputs are compared with a time utilization of other resources which sometimes reach up 
to 1801. It also seems that a comparison of utilization of a domestic power source, as HEP is, which 
is in case if it is not used irrevocably depreciated and literally "flows1 out form the area of the 
Slovak Republic, e.g. with a steam-gas cycle based on an imported natural gas is not the luckiest 
measure because risks of gas import cannot be compared to the risks of a probability of occurancs of 
hydrologic events anyway.

A general problem in construction of development investments and thus also the investments in 
the area of HEP utilization is lack of a free capital available at acceptaole interest rates. In 
a situation of complete development investments financeaent at e.g. 171 interest rate, the 
investments become more expensive compared to original budget calculations by up to 501. For the 
investors of development constructions, e.g. also hydro power projects, it means that they are 
evaluated according to the same bank rules in the case of financeaent than the investors in 
a consumer industry although a strategic utilization of domestic priaary power resources is of 
concern.

Deallocation of prices of inputs into electric energy production whether in the areas of prices 
of fuels, raw materials,.supplies, work, etc. and keeping so called controlled price of an output 
product, i.e. electric energy, a disproportion occurs which will sooner or later exhaust all 
reserves with a monopoly electric energy manufacturer, i.e. St a.s. in our country. Finally, neither 
this manufacturer will be able to meet its fundamental function - a fault-free supply of the Slovak 
national economy and inhabitants with electric energy. .None enterprise based on a market principle 
can pay long time without any limits for imported power to cover a balance in our ES, which e.g. in 
1995 reached about 5.21 of total electric energy consumption, more than it can get for it in 
a domestic market.

If we realize that private businesses can also act in the area of HEP utilization, the 
deallocation of inputs and keeping the controlled price for electricity together with excessive 
interest rates are the main reasons why entrepreneurship in the area of HE? utilization has not 
reached any extensive development so far and if we add sometimes excessively severe requirements of 
environment protection institutions, the entrepreneurship in this area remains very risky.

The possible ways towards an increase in HER utilization can be discussed at present only on 
a level of theoretical thoughts because in the same way as it used to be in the past, when several 
'governmental reguIaticns"~on utilization - or an increase in utilization of HE? were issued, alt of 
them remained only on the level of wishes of their authors because they did not deal with conditions 
.for increase in utilization of hydroenergetic potential. However, the present concept of "Power 
concept of the Slovak Republic by 2005" expects some increase in HE? utilization but it also does 
not deal, neither in a hint, with sources of financeaent and even basic legal rules and legislation 
in general concerning protection and utilization of HEP. Without these basic assumptions there is 
a threat that also the present "Power concept of the Slovak Republic" in the area of increasing 
utilization of HEP will remain on a level of preceding governmental regulations.

References:
1 - 5E a.s. Slovensk# energeticky dispeding

(a commercial material - statistic data from 1994 and !?95).
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A. Introduction
Shortly after putting the first more important hydroelectric power plant in the Slovak Republic 

into operation in 1936 (VB Ladce) and subsequent construction of other VEs on this river, 
requirements for these sources of electricity have increased not only for the amount of electricity 
produced but also the use of some specificities, which can be offered by these sources (peak loads 
coverage, load coverage in replacement of faulty sources, participation in ES frequency control, 
participation in ES voltage control, etc.) in operation of a power engineering system (ES), has 
started. Finally, requirements for electricity, produced from primary energetic sources 
(hydroelectric power plants - VE) not only as for the amount but also for fulfillment of qualitative 
functions in operation of ES SR resulted in a faster construction of new VEs but an emphasis on 
qualitative functions of VEs has also supported development and construction of pumped storage 
plants (PVE) whereas the fulfillment of qualitative functions by hydroelectric power plants and PVEs 
in operation of ES has also required introduction of automatic systems on a level of actual 
hydroalternators (turbine - generator), their automatic starting, controlling their operation and 
shutting down an automatic control system of VE and PVE as a single unit with an optimum selection 
of a number of operational units, distribution of active and reactive loads, etc., automatic system 
of optimal control of cascades of hydroelectric power plants built on one and more rivers with both 
tough and looser hydraulic relationships and also an automatic control system of a group of VEs on 
one river from the point of view of optimum operation of two independent international ESs. 
Construction and introduction of these automatic systems has started from the second half of 50s 
(1956) and they were on a level of knowledge and technical means available at that time (from 1956 
until now). Solution of problems of these automatic systems related to operation of VEs, PVEs and 
complete control system of VE and PVE is shown e.g. in (6), [7], [8].

Many of these solutions have been upgraded, these upgrades were mostly represented by advanced 
automatic elements in a range from an automatic element, represented by a relay, up to 
a microcomputer element.

However, at present, I expect that in upgrading and construction of new VEs and PVEs it is time 
to pay attention, from the point of view of a design of control systems of all levels, first of all 
to the actual system which we want to be automatically controlled. Thus it is necessary to pay 
attention to an actual description of a system weather for instance its mathematical description 
sufficiently corresponds to a behavior of the system in real operation, weather in the past, with an 
insufficient quality and price availability of technical means it was not required to describe some 
functions of the controlled system in a very simplified form, e.g. weather linearity of processes 
was not accepted in cases in which the processes were with a rough non-linearity, etc. New 
requirements for theoretical reevaluation of models of ES elements can also require new knowledge in 
the area of operation of growing electrification systems covering several international ESs.

Referring to the ideas on upgrading of control systems of VE and PVE mentioned above, I want to 
discuss an automated control system of a hydroelectric generating set (turbine - generator) in the 
following.

B. Automatic Control System of a Hydroelectric 
Generating Set -

An automatic control system of a hydroelectric generating set covers a control of all of the 
modes\of operation of a hydroelectric generating set - a turbine, a generator and their accessories 
- so that the required criteria for quality of control were met while keeping stability of control 
processes.

A hydroelectric generating set control is a fundamental section of this control system.

Modernization of the existing hydroelectric generating sets and their accessories, design and
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construction of new hydroelectric generating sets, new theoretical knowledge on production equipment 
of VEs and PVBs, new knowledge in the area of theory of control, modern technical means for 
automated control systems and new requirements for fulfillment of production functions of 
hydroelectric generating sets in complicated BSs require to use the knowledge and requirements 
mentioned above also in modernization of the existing and construction of new control systems of 
hydroelectric generating sets to a maximum extent.

First of all, the following is required to meet this goal:
- to reevaluate a mathematical description of water turbines and generators from the point of view 
of control of their operational processes

- to reevaluate main control circuits of a hydroelectric generating set from the point of view of 
fulfillment of production functions of both present and future periods

- to reevaluate an affect of non-linearities, occurring in control circuits of a hydroelectric 
generating set, which have been replaced with linear relationships so far

- to reevaluate possibilities of a stability evaluation of control circuits of a hydroelectric 
generating set using exact methods, simulation means or their combination, respectively.

1. Description of a Hydraulic Circuit and a Water 
Turbine from the Point of View of a Main Control 
Circuit - Speed Control

A water turbine operation is strongly affected by its hydraulic circuit and a generator. It is 
a very complicated non-linear system requiring to do some simplification from the point of view of 
a speed control.

Head (H), flow (Q), a control element position (Y) and a second control element position (YQ),
if applicable, will be considered as input variables to this system.

Turbine speed (n), (velocity (Q)) and moment of force (Rp) which give a turbine power output 
(Pp) will be of our interest as output variables.

In a normal operation, a hydroelectric generating set is operating into a large capacity ES, 
speed (ES frequency) is changed slightly whereas both power output and moment can be changed in
a full control range. So, turbine power output depends on a position of a turbine flow control
element. The relationship of a control element and a turbine power output is non-linear as a rule 
and depends on a turbine type, too.

With respect to simplification, we will not differentiate turbines from different points of 
view and we will not discuss different turbine designs either, however, we will consider their 
classification into two groups, equal-pressure and over-pressure ones.

1.1. Equal-Pressure Turbine Static Characteristics
Water pressure at both the turbine wheel input and output of an equal-pressure turbine (e.g. 

Felton turbine) is the same thus water flow through a turbine does not depend on a turbine speed and 
a total pressure energy of water given by a water head is changed in a control element into 
a kinetic energy, -i.e. water speed, a theoretical valuej)f.which is as,follows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

v - (2gB)0'5 (1)

. whereas its actual value vg is reduced, compared to the theoretical value, by the loss in 
a control element.

Water flow through an equal-pressure turbine depends only on an effective opening of a control 
system.

Q = f(Y) (2)
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Equal-pressure turbine moment is given by:

k ... turbine constant; Q ... flow through a turbine; Vg ... velocity of water flowing out of 
a control element; vQ ... circumferential velocity of a turbine.

It results from the equation (3) that, at a constant turbine speed, an equal-pressure turbine 
moment is proportional to the water flow through a turbine, whereas, at a constant flow at the given 
head, the moment is the largest one if a circumferential speed of a turbine vQ = 0.

"max = k'0'7, I4)

The following can be derived for the value of a proposed moment for the given power output 
PmaY, nominal water flow through a turbine Qn and the given head:

*„ = k.<W2 (5)

The following equation can be obtained by dividing equations (3)and (5):

Ys ' V°
"n @n vs^

H = kQ(vs-v0) (3)

■ = q (2 - vQ); vQ = v0/(vg/2) (6)
m ... a relative moment; q ... a relative flow; vQ* ... a relative circumferential velocity.

With relative variables, vQ* can be replaced with a relative speed n*, and then we can obtain 
the following:

m = q (2-n*) (7)

As a relative flow depends on a relative opening of a turbine control element, the following 
can be written for the moment:

m = f(y) (2-n*). (8)

1.2. Over-Pressure Turbine Static Characteristics
A turbine wheel with over-pressure turbines (Kaplan, Francis, ...) operates at an overpressure, 

whereas only a part of a water head is consumed for creation of a kinetic energy being output from 
the distribution mechanism, the other part is changed into a kinetic energy in a turbine wheel (when 
neglecting the part of energy consumed to overcome a centrifugal force, surge loss, ...). Thus the 
expressions shown for equal-pressure turbines can be used for over-pressure turbines only with some 
limitations- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Flow in over-pressure turbines depends on two variables and it is not easy to ^determine the 
relationships. Thus it seems to be convenient to measure a set of curves q = f (y,n ) on a model 
turbine wheel and save it into a turbine model memory. A point of intersection of all lines q = 
f(y) can be determined by approximation from the measured curves and equations for a set of curves 
can be written for respective n .

q = k1(y-yc)+qc; kj=f(n*); A(yc,qc). (9) 

A (yc, qc) ... point of intersection coordinates.
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The moment is proportional to flow, however a value of the moment changes with speed. In 
a similar way as it was done with the flow lines, a set of moment lines can be led into a common 
point of intersection B (qB,mB). A general equation for the moment determination is as follows:

m = tyq" V + ¥ k2 s f(n*) (10)

1.3. Equal-Pressure Turbine Dynamic Characteristics
As for its dynamic aspect, the flow g of an equal-pressure turbine at its changes due to 

changes in an opening of a turbine control mechanism is affected by a water mass in a penstock. 
Certain time (T^) is required to set the water in the piping to motion.

a

T%... time constant 'water rise"
vw... water velocity in a piping with a cross section S; (11)
a ... water acceleration

The energy required for acceleration of the water in the piping is covered from the head.
The following can be derived for a specific change in flow.

Q dqq =-- = y - yA.0,5 Tw- - -  (12)
W dt

or after carrying out Laplace transformation respectively, the following can be written:

1
q(s) =- - - - - - - . y(s) (13)

i+o,W
whereas, the transfer function q(s)/y(s) is given as follows:

q(s) 1 
y(s) 1+0, Sy^

(14)

y»... a specific opening of a distribution mechanism in the investigated area (y^/Q-^).
The equations (13), (14) show a delayed relationship of a water flow on a change in theopening 

of a distribution mechanism, a time constant of which depends on a specific opening y^ and the time 
of water rise Tw.

As, during a change in the opening of a turbine distribution mechanism, a change in a water 
flow occurs only after some time, it is obvious that in a transient process, a water outlet velocity 
from the turbine- distribution-mechanism vw must also change and thus a moment of the turbine must 
also change in a transient process.

The following can be proved for a specific outlet velocity:

v*(s) = 1 0,5 V
- - - - - - - y(s)
l+0,5yATw.s

(15)

Taking into account the equations (13) a (15) for a specific value of a turbine moment in 
a transient process, the following can be written:
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(16)
m(s) 2-n* - yATws

y(s) l+0,5yATws

A change in a turbine speed does not occur immediately if a turbine moment is changed, which is 
prevented by an influence of mass of rotating parts, whereas the following applies:

n*(s) 1
- - - - - - - - - (17)
m(s) Tas

Ta... time constant of the set (start time of the set)

The equation (17) represents a transfer with an integration action. However, with the real 
systems, this transfer is usually proportional to a first order delay which is usually caused by 
a self-regulating capability of the set egtr and a self-regulating capability of ES (egg). Then, for 
a summary coefficient of self-regulation ec = egtr_ + eES the following can be written instead of 
the equation (17):

n*(s) 1

i (s) Tas + ec
(18)

For a speed change at an opening change of the control mechanism of equal-pressure turbines, 
the following can be derived:

m(s) 2-n* - 0,5 TwyA2s 1 - YaTws
y(s) 1 + Ww3 1 + 0,5TtfyAs

The following can be set when taking the equation (17) into account: 
n*(a) 1 - yATws 1 - yATws

y(s) s Ta(l + 0,5 T*yAs) 0,5 T„yATas2 + Tas (19)

When taking the equation (18) into account:
n*(s) 1 - yATvs

y(8) 0,5 yATwTas2 + (Ta+ 0,5 y^TJs + ec
1.4. Over-Pressure Turbine Dynamic Characteristics

(20)

A water head change into a kinetic energy or velocity vwj, respectively in a turbine 
distribution mechanism and an increase in a specific velocity of the water in a turbine wheel with 
an over-pressure turbine is done according to the following-equation:- - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -

Hv
2
M
2g

+

2 2 
v02 - Y01

2g
(21)

vwj... water velocity at an intake into a turbine wheel
Vgi, Vq2... relative velocity of water at the beginning or end of a turbine wheel channel, 

respectively
Rj, Rg... a turbine wheel radius at the intake or outlet from a turbine wheel, respectively
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u>... turbine angular velocity 
k... constant

The following can be stated for small changes of specific variables, taking the equation (21) 
into account:

B Q2 n2
- - - = •*•—r + (l-*)—, (22)

®n nn
If a specific small change in a head acts on a specific change in a flow and a specific change 

in speed, the following can be obtained after derivation of the equation (22):

h =--  M(q - qj2 + (1 -«*)n*2)
dt Y (23)

If we apply a general expression for a hydraulic impedance for the piping: 

h(s)
-- = z(s) (24)
q(s)

*t(s) = q(s) + h(s)

z(s) = - y^Tws can be considered for a non-flexible piping.

Solution is as follows:
ot.y(s) n*(s)

q(s) - - - - - - - - - - (!-<*-) - - - - - - - - (25)
ot+0,5TwyAs oc+0,5TtfyAs

h(s) - - - - - - -  y(s) +
oc.+0,5TwyAs

(1-^-) TwyAs 

oc+0,5TwyAs
n*(s) (26)

*t(s) = h(s) + q(s)

1 - Vas Vas * 1 *
*t(s) ------------- y(s) + (1-*)--------------  n (s)

°*+0,5yAV o6+0'5YaV
(28)

It is envious from the equation (28) that an over-pressure turbine moment depends on 2 
components, on a control mechanism opening and a speed change.

As the following applies:
. X
mt(s) = sTan*(s) (29)

resp.m^s) = (sTa + ec)n*(s) (30)

When taking the equation (29) into account, the following can be obtained:
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n (s) (1 - TvyAs )
- - - - =- - - - - - - - ;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (31)
y(8) 0,5TaTvyAs2 + H'a-TvyA(l-'*}]s + 1 -<*
For the case of control, the most unfavorable case occurs if yA = 1. Then the equation (31) can 

be obtained in the following form:
n*(s) (1 - l,s)

- - - - =--- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (31a)
y(s) 0,5Tay + [e*Ta-Tw( !-=->) )s + 1 -<*

When taking the equation (30) into account, the following can be obtained: 
n*(s) <*>(1 - Tvs)

y(s) 0,5TaTwyAs2 + [(WA)<* + TwyA(=<.-l) + 0,5ecyA]s + ec + 1 -«*

If yA = 1 the equation (32) can be obtained in the following form: 
n*(s) 06 (1 - Tws)
y(s) 0,5TaTws2 + ((Ta+TWK+ Tw(<*-1) + 0,5ecTw]s +*{ec - 1) + 1

(32a)

If in the equations (31), (31a), (32), (32a) we replace <=<. with value 1, we can obtain 
equations valid for an equal-pressure turbine and we can make sure that the equation (31) 
corresponds to the equation (19) and the equation (32) corresponds to the equation (20).

1.5. Transfer Functions (19),(20),(31),(31a),(32),(32a)
define, in a truthful way, basic characteristics of a controlled system of a hydroelectric 

generating set which must be taken into account in a speed control considering any equal-pressure or 
over-pressure turbine. This controlled system also contains many non-linearities which were not 
considered to a full extent and which cannot be simplified any way, some of them can be linearized 
only in a certain neighbourhood of a working point, some turbines have even two control mechanisms 
(e.g. Kaplan turbines), some turbines operate in regions of large head fluctuations, etc. These 
facts should be considered correspondingly when designing a control circuit.

If a system transmission is designated as Fg(s) - n*(s)/y(s) and that of a controller as 
Fn(s), a control circuit of a speed control can be expressed with a block diagram, as shown in 
fig.l.

?) n* r Fr(s) y($L Fs(s) iJ

t n*(s)

n‘(s) = r„(s).Ts(s) " "
n,(s) 1+Fr(s).Fs(s)
Characteristic equation for closed circuit : l+Fg(s).F$(s) = 0

Fig 1
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2. Mathematical Description of a Synchronous Generator 
of a Hydroelectric Generating Set from the Point of 
View of its Control in a Large Capacity ES

K synchronous generator represents a complicated non-linear, multiple-parameter system, 
a reliable mathematical description of which results in a system of non-linear differential 
equations of a seventh order. Such kind of a system is difficult to realize for general purpose of 
control of its excitation and thus both the effect of transient processes in stator windings and in 
an absorber and the non-linear characteristic of a generator magnetic circuit are neglected in 
excitation control circuits.

He will consider the fact that multi-pole synchronous generators with salient poles are used in 
VB and PVB and when taking into account the fact that hydroalternators connected to ES are 
substantially of a lower capacity than that of ES, into which they operate, a design of models can 
then be based on a vector diagram of a synchronous machine with salient poles with simple 
replacements of ES taking into account only corresponding reactances of the generator circuits and 
ES. Pig.2 shows a vector diagram of a synchronous machine with salient poles.

—(- - - Hr*- - - H
E, xd U.l xB Oj.fj

at

Êg X, U.l X, Os.fj

b,

r1—
Eg xd. U.l X, IV,

C)
Fig-3 Fig.4

Pig.3 shows simplified models of a synchronous generator connected to ES through lines 
connected in parallel or one line with a total reactance of the line x_. Fig.4 shows the same models 
of a synchronous generator as those in fig.3 but they are connected to ES through impedances

------ -— --------- — .....__ _ __ _______
2.1. A Simplified Model of a Synchronous Generator (SG)

X Shown in Fig.3a)
In this case, SG is modelled with an electromotive force proportional to an excitation current 

of SG (Eg), which has the same reactances in both the direct and quadrature axes (xy = Xg).

This model especially meets the conditions of a synchronous machine with a solid hollow rotor. 
This model corresponds to a display of physical variables of SG and ES, which is shown in fig.2, in 
the case if x^=x , whereas Eq=E , because Id (Xj - x ) = 0.
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U ... terminal voltage of SG; Us fg... voltage and frequency of a large capacity ES, 
respectively '

xds s xd + V xds'= xd'+ 4
Xj7... transient reactance of SG in a direct axis; 6 ... load angle 

The following applies for ES voltage:

* -idUg = UgeJ = Ug(cos5 - j sin5) (33)

The following applies for SG current:

ji*ds ■ Eq - us(cos5 - 1 sin5)

(J.sind U.cosS - E_
i--— + ii----------3) m

*ds xds 1

U.sinS Uecos6 - E_V — = J—-xds xds
The following applies for an apparent power of SG:

. . Eg . Ug UgCOsS - E
S = E . I = E (I -]Id) = -3- - - sin6 - ] (- - - - - - - 3_)e

xds xds
Then, the following applies for an active power:

V, Eq • u8
P =--- sin6 = P^sinfi; PH =- - - - -

xds xds
The following applies for a reactive power:

(35)

(36)

(37)

Q =
-EqUgCOsS

xds
(38)

The following applies for a terminal voltage of the generator:
0 = [(Eg + IjXd)2 + (IqXjlY'S (39)
2.2. A Simplified Model of SG shown in fig.3b)

X, In this case, SG is simplified by a replacement for a virtual electromotive force (Eq) and 
reaetancy acting in a quadrature axis x_. A vector diagram for SG with salient poles shown in rig.2 
applies in this case.

The following relationship is valid between Eg and Eq!

W Td <xd - V
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The following applies for ES voltage:

u8 = EQ * ) Ixqs; Xqs = xq + xv (40)

The following applies for SG current:
. j6

i 1 *q» " \ - V
U.sinfi U.cosS - Ea

1 =---- +j(- - - - - - - —) (41)
xqs xqs

U.sinS U.cosS—Ha-5—
xqs xqs

The following applies for an apparent power:

. . EqUs UgCOsS - Eq
S = EqI = Eq (Iq-jlj) = sinS - j( )Eq

xqs xqs

The following applies for an active power:

(42)

(43)

2EnUc Ea - EaU.cosSP = —^ sinS ; q = -1—1L-

qs qs

(44)

The following applies for a terminal voltage of SG:

U = Eg - jixq; U = [(Eg + Idxq)2 + (IqXq)2]0'5 (45)
2.3. A Simplified Model of a Synchronous Generator 

according to a Diagram Shown in Fig.4 Taking into 
Account the Alternative Expressed by a Transient 
Induced Voltage of a Generator E* and a Transient 
Reactance in a Direct Axis xd1.

A transient induced voltage of SG can be expressed as follows:

E' = Eq + jEd (46)

Complex impedances of a line and SG in the considered case can be recalculated according to the 
following expressions:

\*11 a 3*d + Z1 + r~T *xlle^U (4?)
\ z2 + z3

z12 = 3xd' + z 1 +
h

z3
(]’xd' + zl+ z3) = z12 y12 (48)
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The following applies for voltage and current vectors of SG:

U = Uq + jVd (49)

(50)

j6
• 8' V
I = - - - - - - - (51)

Z11 z12

An apparent power of SG can be expressed as follows:

S = UI* = (UdId + UqIq) + j(UdIq - tlqId) (52)

whereas the following applies for active and reactive powers:

P = Vd + UqV Q = Ud!q * Vd (”)

Relationships between voltage and current in a stator winding of SG are determined from the 
following equation:

ud = - RId - xqrq 
Uq = - RIq + E' + x^d

R«xd is consideredR ... stator winding resistance (in our case 
whereas the components with R are eliminated from the equations)

A transient induced voltage in q axis depends on excitation currents of SG:

(54)

and thus it is neglected,

b5 = xabJb + <xd " xdlJd l55)

whereas x^.Iy = Eq

Bq " Bq + (%d " ^d <55a)

Iy. SG excitation winding current;
x^.. mutual reactance of excitation and stator windings

Eq can also be expressed with an excitation winding fluxpb:

B'= —^ba) (56)
h

py.. magnetic flux coupled with ah excItatloiTwinding ' "
L^.. mutual inductance of excitation and stator windings 
Ly.. excitation winding inductance 
co ;v angle velocity

Referring to a differential equation of SG excitation circuit:

°b * Vb+ —
dt

(57)
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and using the equations (55), (56) the following can be derived:

dn 1 1

if Tb»—; Kb = —
h> Rb

Ujj... SG excitation voltage; ... excitation winding active resistance 

If the equation (58) is further processed, the following can be obtained:

Tb ~ = ub -KblCO ' Eq + <xd ' xd)!d

(58)

(59)

Transient induced voltage in d axis can be defined as follows:

xd ” xd Z11Ed =- - - - - - - - - - - ;-- [BgCospu +- - - - - Ugcos (5 +y12)]
zll"(xd " x'd) sinni z12

Defining the equation (51) for a stator current in a component form, equations 
current components can be obtained after some modifications:

(60)

for generator

E'c°spn+ E^sin <pn 
''- - - - - -

EdcosPH" EqsinPll
Id- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

UgCOS (<T + j£>12) 

Z11
OgSin (<y +y12)

Z11 z12
For a module of a stator current and a terminal voltage of SG the following can be stated:

(61)

0 = (ffj + 0q)°'5; I = (Id + Iq)°'5 (“)

The types of models mentioned above in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 of a synchronous generator and 
its connection to a large capacity ES for the purposes of a control system of a hydroelectric 
generating set can be completed, as required, with other parts which were not taken into account 
(damping rotor winding of SG, etc.). See also e.g. [1].

__ 2.4. Synchronous Machine (Momentum) Equation of Motion
An equation of motion is defined by the following expression:

>J — = H, - H (63)
dt

J...moment of inertia
Q.. .mechanical angle velocity
Hj..driving turbine moment

13



H...electrical moment (including a loss moment)

aj. .. electrical angle velocity of SG; n^.. number of pole pairs of SG
2If np.J.Qg = Tg, then the equation (63) is changed into the following form:

Tm .
— — = H = PT - P (65)
*s dfc
if SG operates in a parallel operation in ES, then

co= DpQ (64)

d6
(66)

dt

synchronous angle velocity of SG, 6...load angle of SG
do) d2<f

then -- = —-
dt dt2

if Tg/ug = Tj, the equation (63) will be expressed as follows: 
d26

T) r + P = PT (67)J dt2

An equation of motion expressed using the equation (67) is used very often. Its solution very 
strongly depends on that what kind of a model is used to express an electric capacity P, but at the 
same time also on that what kind of expression is used to express turbine power output (P<p). This 
relation expresses connection of a turbine and a generator as a single unit the control of which 
must be designed as a uniformly controlled system.

2.5. A Stability of a Synchronous Generator in 
Cooperation with a Large Capacity ES

Let's consider a simplified model of SG connection to a large capacity ES according to a scheme 
shown in fig.3a.

More over, we will start from the equation of motion (67) in which the synchronous capacity 
will be determined from the equation (37) and it will be completed with an asynchronous component 
expressed by the following equation:

Pas * D-----  (68)
dt\

For an excitation circuit, we will use knowledge mentioned in the equations (55) to (62) 
whereas instead of the designation*^ we will introduce SG no-load amplification K^, which is 
defined as follows:

14



*Go =
stator no-load voltage steady value Eqo ^ab^s Labtos

%o Vbrotor excitation voltage steady value 

The equation (59) will be expressed in the following form:

i dEq ' , ,
¥&> = Eq + Tdo-~ + Tdo-—(xds - xds>i Tdo = VRb = Tb dt dt

(69)

(70)

The following can be written for linearized equations (67) and (70): 
d26 d« EV,

Tj —- + D-- + *-*— sin6 ■ PT

, w "p u, u„
when P =--- sin6 -*■ AP = (—) a 6 + (---  ) a E_ =--- cos5qa6 + —

xds qi K xds xds

(71)

ds
. sin60ABq

d2A6 d&6 B_Ug -g

Ti —— + D------+--------- cos6„a6 + — sin6„AE„ =aPij] dt2 dt xds

Mn

"s 

xds 0 q

A Ub • *Go =AEq + V"~ + Tdo lxds " xds>~ 
dt dt

(72)

(73)

Ugcos6-E 1.Id tild <Jssin60 l
Ij =------ -*■ Ald =---a 6 +-- A B„  ------ a 6  -- A E„

*ds 'b 6 tiE„ xds xds

1d aE- d Ussin60
A°b ’ *Go =AEq + Tdo- - - + Tdo (xds ‘ xds) — (--- - - - a5 "-- A Eql

dt dt xds xds
If we express:

• 1, Tdous^xds " xds* ,
Tdz = Tdo xds/xds? T = - - - - - - - - - -  * sin5o

6 xds
«P 08 tiP E Us

B =-- =--- sin60; C =- - - =----  cos6Q
_ ^Eq_ _ *ds__ _ _ _  ^ xds

the equations (72) and (74) can be expressed in the following form:
V m> * T •s-a6/*Go) V(1+Tdz*s) =AEq 

6 1
( TjS2 + D„ + Cp)a6 niPT -

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

and a structural scheme of a synchronous machine operating into a large capacity ES shown in 
fig.5 can be designed.
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Fig-5

The following applies for the considered system:

A 6 =
1 + sTdz 
---------------apt -

H(s) H(s)
AUb (79)

where H(s) = TjTdzs3 + (Tj + DTdz)s2 + (D + T Bp + C^) s + Cp (80)
6

H(s) is a characteristic equation of the considered linearized model of a synchronous generator 
connected to a large capacity ES in a reactance x, (fig.3a).

A well-known fact results from the equation (79), i.e. if aP<j< increases, A6 increases and 
if AOy increasesa6 decreases.

More detailed discussion of a solution to the considered linearized model stability, studying 
the equation (80), discussion of further complicated models of work of SG in large ESs cannot be 
covered in this entry. However, the author's effort was to partially clarify this problem in 
a limited extent at least.

2.6. A Stability of SG with a Voltage Controller
Including Consideration of Feedback Stabilization 
Loops (SSV-PSS) in Cooperation with a Large
capacity ES

A considerable attention is paid to these issues by experts both in our country and abroad. He 
would like to point out to the materials [2], [3] by our scientists.

Fig-6
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A structural scheme of a linearized model of SG operating into ES considering stabilizing 
feedback loops with a voltage controller with a general transmission FR(s) is shown in fig.6. This 
scheme includes a structure of a linearized model shown in fig.5.

The following applies for a small change of a terminal voltage of SG in the working point (Ego, 
6 ) neighborhood:

tiU 'DU
AU = — .A-S + —AE- = C„ a5 + ByAE- (81)

<96 ^DEq 4 4

where B» and Cy can be calculated from the equation (39), into which the expressions (35) are 
inserted instead of Id, Iq.

The following can beVritten for a small change in a stabilizing signal rr in the working point 
neighborhood:

<9n fln
An = —A6 +-----aE„ = Cua6 + B/taE- (82)

IU /DBq 4 4

n... stabilizing signal (e.g. generator capacity, slip, ...)
w... transmission function of a filter and a stabilization algorithm of control

Ugtab = WAR = wa6C + WAEqB (83)
rr 4 rr

A characteristic equation of the control circuit shown in fig.6 has the following form:
B(s) = TjTdzs3 + (TjDTdz)s2 + (IHC^ + T Bp)s + Cp + (wc - F{Uu)FRFbBpKGo

6 rr
(M(

C. Conclusion
The main goal of this entry was to provide a complex mathematical description of a system in 

which a conversion of a potential energy of water into a kinetic energy, a kinetic energy into 
a mechanical one and a mechanical one into an electrical one takes place in two closely related 
phases.

The first phase takes place in a hydraulic circuit with a water turbine the shaft of which is 
connected with a rotor of SG. This phase is described in general for a basic principle of an energy 
conversion in any turbine the selection of which is done of two basic types of turbines 
(equal-pressure and over-pressure ones) and results through a description of static and dynamic 
characteristics into an expression of transmissions of a controlled system in which a dynamic 
behavior described using differential equations is expressed in an operator form and a general 
characteristic equation of a control circuit of a hydroelectric generating set is written. With new 
realization objectives of control systems of ^hydroelectric generating set, a special attention 
should be paid to a non-linear function Q=f(Y) for an entire range of water lead fluctuations.™ 
Meeting this requirement will result in a use of a corresponding configuration of adaptive speed 
controllers the parameters of which should be changed depending on a turbine opening and a head.

. \
The other phase takes place in SG connected to ES or an electrical load, respectively. This 

phase is described using differential equations of a stator circuit of SG connected to ES, 
a differential equation of an excitation circuit including mutual relationships of both the circuits 
and an equation of motion of SG and results into an expression of a characteristic equation of 
a control circuit which also contains stabilizing feedback.
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A structural scheme of a linearized model of SG operating into ES taking into account 
stabilizing feedback is designed for a small change in a terminal voltage U&of SG and a small change 
in a stabilizing signals.

It would be preferable, especially for larger hydroelectric generating sets, to make use of 
introduction of a stabilizing feedback from a large change in a stabilizing signal (a parallel line 
failure switching off, thus substantially changing ES conductivity and SG capacity, too), whereas 
the stabilizing signal would be derived from. SG capacity and its first derivation. Certainly 
provided that a corresponding stabilization filter and a special control algorithm (Wx) are used.

From the a.m. models of first and second phases of energy conversion, it is clearly visible 
that a turbine control and SG control cannot be separated from each other into independent units 
because these two components are closely connected into one unit with an equation of motion of 
a hydroelectric generating set which is the most expressly shown up in a control of transient 
processes where the most complicated operational states must be controlled.

Enhanced demands for control quality and stability of hydroelectric generating sets in ES will 
also require, except the use of the newest exact methods, introduction of simulation models of 
hydroelectric generating sets into a real life for a design of which the knowledge mentioned in this 
entry can be used.
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INTRODUCTION:

Technically usable primary hyoroenergetic potential in the area of the Slovak Republic amounts 
to 7,361 GHh per year. Actually, the hydroenergetic potential (HEP) is used only for 52.61.

Pumped storage plants utilize a secondary HEP. They gain electric energy froa potential energy 
of water, repumped froa a lower reservoir into an upper one.

The largest source in the Slovak Republic utilizing a primary HEP, is a hydroelectric power 
plant GabCikovo. The largest source utilizing a secondary HEP is a pumped storage plant Cierny van.

Hydo Power Project Gabflkovo
Construction of the hydroelectric power plant GabCikovo started in 1978 as a part of a system 

of hydro power projects GabCikovo - Nagyaaros (SVD G-N).

After the Hungarian part interrupted its work in SVD G-N, a decision was aade to put a hydro 
power project GabCikovo, in a high level of construction at that time, into operation in 1991 in 
a supplementary way in the area of the Slovak Republic. The actual stage was realized according to 
the original plan. Damming of the Danube was moved from a Dunakility profile upwards a river flow 
into a Cunovo profile, in which both the banks belong to the Slovak Republic.

The first hydroelectric generating 
hydroelectric generating sets have seen in 
since December 1995.

let was put into operation in October 1992. Eight 
operation in hydroelectric power plant (HPP) GabCikovo

Main objects of the GabCikovo hydroelectric power plant:
- HruSov reservoir
- intake channel
- GabCikovo stage
- waste channel

HruSov Reservoir

The HruSov reservoir is created by heaving the Danube level by a supplementary damming at 
Cunovo. Its purpose is to accumulate Danube flows with a follow-up use of water in GabCikovo plant 
and also to create a deep water shipping path for shipping. An available content of the reservoir is 
35 mii. cubic meters. A temporary design of the HruSov reservoir consists of a right hand dam of the 
reservoir on the right bank of the Danube, an intake object to a MoSon branch, a weir in an 
inundation, Cunovo hydroelectric power station at the weir, a weir and an auxiliary gate, a weir on 
a by-pass, Danube river channel damming, and a left hand dam on the left bank of the Danube.

Intake Channel

The intake channel damsl'oilow up withlha dams of HruSov reservoir and finish atthe GabCikovo 
plant. The channel is 17 km long, its width varies in a range from 267 to 737 a at its bottom. Water 
is 7.3 to 14.3 a deep in the channel. Watertightness of the channel is provided with an 
asphalt-concrete sealing of dam slopes and a foil sealing of the bottom. The channel is dimensioned 
to a maximum rate of flow 5,500 s-Vs. An available content within a level swing of l a is 11 mil. 
cubic meters.

Gibffknvo Stamp

The stage consists of two main objects - a hydroelectric power plant and gates, 
to utilize the created head for electricity production and to overcome a difference 
in front of and behind the stage by vessels in ire gates. A total number of eigb

Its purpose is 
between levels 
hydroelectric



generating units with a to installed capacity 729 f!H i

Waste Channel

tailed in the plant.

The waste channel discharges water from the Sabtfkavo stage into the original Danube bet tea. it 
is 3.2 ka long, in the same way as the intake channel, it is also designed as a shipping path.

Technological Part

3 hydroelectric generating sets are 
hydroelectric power plant (VE).
Sasic technical data;
- installed capacity
- production in an average aqueous year
- number of hydroelectric generating sets
- turbine flow
- head

installed in four double-blocks in a aachine room

3 s 90 IN 
2,650 GWh 
8

8 x 413 - 636 a5/'sec 
12.9 - 24 i

tine

The hydroelectric generating sets are arranged vertically, a synchronous generator is connected 
with a turbine by means of a flange coupling. A support bearing is located directly on a raised 
turbine head. The shaft is supported in two guide bearings, in a lower bearing in a turbine head 
extension and in an upper bearing below the generator rotor. Location of the upper guide bearing 
enabled an umbrella design of the generator to be used,

Kaplan turbine has a runner diameter 9.3 a. The runner has four blades of a special high 
strength stainless steel.

The hydroelectric generating sets belong to the largest ones manufactured in the world.

Power output of the generators is led into two voltage levels froa six generators through an 
encapsulated switchgear 409 kV into a knotty line Pcdunajskb Biskupice - Syor and froa two 
generators through an external switchgear 110 kV into two lines to Dunajski Streda. Both the voltage 
systems are interconnected with an autotransfoner.
VE Gahffk.nvo Operation

VE Gabiikavo is directly controlled froa a dispatching centre of Vodnd elektrirne Trendn. The 
individual hydroelectric generating sets are fully autoaatic. Control is provided by a control and 
information system of the plant. Operation control of the sets must ensure a safety of vessels 
present in the intake and waste channels in a mode of non-permanent flow resulting froa a change in 
a flow through turbines. Thus the plant can start froa a zero to a full capacity in 30 to 32 
minutes. In the case of an emergency shutdown of the sets (loss of voltage in 400 and 110 kV 
switchgears), the sets are switched into an energy-free operation and water flow through turbines is 
without energy utilization. An energy-free operation can last for 30 minutes. The plant can operate 
in a peak load operation because there is no balance reservoir built below the plant. The operation 
of the plant is continuous and basically it is governed by a flow in the Danube which is also 
affected by in~operation~o7'~a"hydroelectric power plant in Austria. Operation-ruies-are set-in 
manipulation instructions and are adopted to shipping requirements. The manipulation instructions 
define levels above the plant in relation to the Danube flew. The plant operation must provide 
meeting the level within limits ±15 cm. in a period of lew flows below 1,209 mJ/sec, limits are i4 
cm'.

Small hydroelectric power plants MoSoA 

The plant produced 9,143 GWh of electri

and S VII belong to the Gabilkovo hydro power proye, 

city from the beginning of its operation till the ei
1996.



Pumped Storage Plant Cierny Wth
The construction of the puapea storage plant (PVE) Cierny Vih started in 1976 and it was put 

into operation at the end of 1980.

The sain goal of the PVE Cierny Vih is to aeet the control functions of an electrification 
system of the Slovak Republic :n conditions of UCPTE, a substitute function in the cases of 
unexpected power outages and a planned electricity production fro# repuaping.

Main objects of PVE Cierny Van:
- upper reservoir
- underground supply conduits and a coamunicatian tunnel
- surface hydroelectric power plant
- lower reservoir

Upper Reservoir

The upper reservoir was built as an artificial one without a natural inflow on a plane with an 
irregular shape between the valleys of Biely Vih and Cierny Vih, at an elevation of acre than 1,1:0 
aeters above sea level. The reservoir is created by excavations and fill froa limestones and 
ioloaites.

Water slope of the reservoir witn a slope i : 2 and the bottom of the reservoir have a jacket 
asphalt-concrete sealing. Because of a check of possible leakages through the asphalt-concrete 
sealing, a drainage system led into a control tunnel located along the entire circumference of 
a bottom of the water slope was omit. Rakes, hydraulically controlled high pressure valve gates and 
auxiliary stop logs are installed in the inflow object of the upper reservoir. An available capacity 
of the reservoir is 3.7 mil cubic meters and a.water level fluctuation is 25 a between the 
elevations 1,160 and 1,135 meters above sea level.

An access read 7.5 km long leads fora Svarln settlement to the upper reservoir.

Underground SuppIy Conduits and a Communication Tunnel

The supplying conduits represent a connection hydraulic route between the upper and lower 
reservoirs. The upper reservoir is connected with a hydroelectric power plant with three underground 
armored supply conduits. Internal diameter of the conduits is 3.8 a and the thickness of a steel 
armor is froa 12 to 43 me. One conduit provides water supply for two hydroelectric generating sets. 
A conduit is ended with a ball coupler which provides branching of a single conduit to two turbines 
and two pumps.

Communication between the lower and upper reservoirs is provided by a communication tunnel 
whereas a lift is installed in its sloped section.

Hydroelectric Power Plant

A building of the plant is a part of a dam of the lower reservoir and consists of a machine 
room, assembly block, a block for inspection of transformers and a neighboring operation building.X
•x A lower structure and also water side representing a part of a body of the lower reservoir dam 

are of a massive concrete, the upper building has a steel structure.

Lower Reservoir

A dam of the lower reservoir is a concrete, gravitation one with an additional fill on an air 
side. The dam is 375 a long and a double-field outlet object and a bottom outlet are a part of it.



Lower reservoir slopes are arranged in a slope 1 
aggregates below which there is a textile filtering layer.

reinforcement of the slopes is from

An available volume of the reservoir is 3.7 ail. cubic meters and a water level fluctuation is 
7.45 a between the elevations 726 and 733.45 meters above sea level.
Tarhnnlnqn-j! Part

Basic technical data:
- installed capacity
- yearly production
- number of hydroelectric generating sets
- number of domestic hydroelectric generating sets
- turbine flow
- pump flow
- upper reservoir volume
- max. head
- peak time
- pumping time
- repumping cycle efficiency

3 x 30 m3/sec 
6 x 22 m3/sec 
3.7 mil. a3 

434 a 
5.71 hour 
7.73 hour 
74.362

A synchroneous motorgenerator is directly connected to a Francis turbine. The motorgenerator is 
supported in two guide bearings and in a support bearing located above a rotor.

The Francis vertical turbine is supported in the upper and lower segment self-lubricated 
bearings. A turbine shaft is a two-part one. its upper part connects a turbine wheel with 
a motorgenerator shaft, whereas the lower part goes through a draft tube and connects a turbine 
wheel with a claw clutch of the pump. Guide blade pivots are supported in a self-lubricating 
housings which prevent water from being polluted with crude oil products. A hydraulically controlled 
claw dutch is located between a turbine and a pump.

The accumulation pump is a single-intake, two-stage one. A supporting bearing is designed in 
combination with a guiding one and is placed on the upper cover. A lower guide bearing is placed on 
an elbow of the draft tube.

The control equipment consists of distributor servos, a governor pumping unit, an 
electrodynamic governor. Ball gates with diameter 1.6 a, designed for closing up to a full flow on 
both directions of water flow, are arranged in front of a spiral casing gate and behind the output 
from a pump side.

A small Kaplan turbine with a generator with a capacity 763 k'V is designed to utilize natural 
water flows of Cierny Vih and also to provide internal electricity consumption, especially for 
starting the main hydroelectric generating units at a losr of voltage of the internal-consumption^

, The motorgenerator capacity is output into 15.75 kV switchgear, through underground channels by 
a block transformer in 400 kV switchgear from there. The switchgear is connected to Liptovski Kara 
switchgear through an overhead line.

PVE Hierny VAh Operation

PVE is directly controlled by Slovenskf energetic!.* dispeding Zilina (the Slovak power 
dispatching centre in Zilina). Operation of respective hydroelectric generating sets is fully 
automated. Control is provided by a control and information system of the plant. Operativeness of



setting the PVE into operation 
control. Start up from a rest to 
takes 70 seconds, start up froa a

is highly appreciated froa the point of visn of a dispatcher's 
i full capacity in a turbine aode of operation of tne whole PVE 
rest into a pumping aode of operation takes about 120 seconds.

Froa putting the PVE into operation till the end of 1996, the hydroelectric generating sets 
were in operation 145,269 hours in total, including 53,-332 hours in a turbine mode of operation, 
70,293 hours in a pumping aode of operation ,and 21,644 hours in a compensation mode of operation. 
Whereas they supplied 5,346 GNh in the mains and they consumed 6,933 Own of electricity for pumping. 
A number of start ups, which has reached the value 78,441 since putting into operation, gives an 
idea on utilization of the plant for the system control. Out of which, the sets started up 36,706 
times into a turbine mode of operation, 30,632 times into a pumping mode of operation and 11,103 
times into a compensation mode of operation.

Utilization of the plant has not been uniform all the time but the highest values were reached 
in 1989 when a yearly production reached the value of 497 Gwh. On the contrary, the lowest yearly 
production was in 1996 when it reached the value of 165 GWh.

Conclusion;
Hydroenergetic potential is a primary source of energy which is recyclable, i.e. unexhausted' 

and also ecologically the most tolerable. No wastes or pollution, respectively are produced in its 
utilization, there are no requirements for mining facilities or capacities, Construction of hydro 
power projects and their utilization bring more benefits than damages.

4,478 GWh were produced in 
production represents 15,512 of t

hydroelectric power plants in the Slovak .Republic in 1996. 
tal consumption of ES in the Slovak. Republic.

This
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Technical equipment of hydroelectric power plants !HP?s) built in river basin Vah, middle Kron 
and on Danube from 1936 to 1996 corresponded in its design to the given technology level and 
requirements for their functions - energy utilization of a hydroenergecic potential and water 
functions of waterworks. They were built as run of river, storage and peak-load power stations. 
Starting with Liptovska Mara HPP (1975), construction of pumped storage sets (2 x 4? MW with Oeviazo 
turbines) started. Two machine sets (Kaplan turbines with synchronous generators) were installed in 
water-power plants. A three machine set arrangement (a synchronous generator, Francis turbine and 
a two-stage puip with a claw clutch) was installed in the pumped storage plant Cierny VAh 13980). 
The sets in HPP TvrdoSln, HPP BeSehovA, MVS Ve!k6 XozaAiovce, MVE Gabfikovo and MVE MoSon are 
installed horizontally in combination with asynchronous generators. 73 sets with a total installed 
capacity 2,268.76 MW are operational at present. A schedule of realization is shown in charts .No. 1 
and 2 in the annex to this entry. Two hydroelectric power plants - Zilir.a and Cuftava - ire being 
built in 1997.

CKS BUnsko, Skoda PI zed, former 2PA Cakovice, with older water-power plants CKO Praha, but 
also Siemens and former BBC are prevailing manufacturers of equipment for hydroelectric power and 
pumped storage plants. A design of speed governors, excitation sets of generators and control 
elements of sets and automatic systems of the equipment corresponded in a similar way to a technical 
development, too. The original speed governors were of an oil-hydraulic type, excitation sets by BBC 
company, Skoda Plzefl (oil-pressure governors, MSNG - magnetic governors). Automatic systems 
underwent a sequential expansion of partial relay automatic systems up to a complex relay operating 
automatic system of a set. Capacity of HPPs and PSPs (pumped storage plants) is led into different 
voltage systems from IV (0.5 MW machine of HPP TvrdoSln), 22 kV, 110 kV up to 400 kV systems with 
6 sets of PSP Cierny Vah and 6 sets of HPP Gabilkovo. in the same ways as the production equipment, 
the equipment of LV distribution system, direct current distribution system, .40 and VHV switchgears 
of HPPs and PSPs are also of a different design and from different manufacturers.

Requirements for operational functions of hydroelectric power plants were also developed with 
the development of a power system of the Slovak Republic, building new sources (thermal and later 
nuclear plants). Of the function of run of river HPPs or peak load HPPs, respectively, controlling 
functions, functions of a system reserve (PSP Cierny VAhi took over and since connection to UCPTE in 
October 1995, functions in the area of primary and secondary controls at use in a peak mode of 
operation of selected HPPs in a daily load diagram have been defined.

Together with changes in requirements for functions of HPPs, a necessary process of repairs and 
maintenance of HPPs and PSPs and a process of modernization and updating of equipment have also 
occurred; requirements for environment protection, mostly protection of rivers against crude oil 
products, have appeared. Efforts to make the use of hydroenergetic potential more efficient - an 
increase in efficiency of production of a primary electrical energy (optimaiization of operational 
parameters of sets, but also a change in their hydraulic profiles) and also reduction of the actual 
consumption for productional and non-productional purposes (utilization of idle heat of generators 
and power transformers), have occurred.

In 60s and 70s, a global concept in directing a technical design of equipment for HPPs was 
unified, a group control of HPP sets was accepted and a development of dispatching and information 
systems, and later also a control system, of HPPs of VAh cascade has started. Rules for unified 
system of maintenance —and-repairs—of., .equipmenttechnical extent of operational maintenance, 
inspections and repairs - were established. Dropout capability of equipment was unified and methods 
of diagnostic and warning measurements for evaluation of a condition and residual durability of 
crucial points of equipment were started. But a technical diversity of the equipment required an 
individual approach to a specification of an extent of repairs and modernization, however the 
following main priorities of this process have been established, they were proved to be the correct
ones in operational practice:
- an increase in operational reliability of equipment of HPPs
- an increase in efficiency of a conversion of hydroenergetic potential
- a decrease of rates of personnel of HPPs
- a change to a remote information and control system enisling an effective operation VAh cascade



in E5 system respecting hydraulic relationships of HPPs of the cascade
- an increase in operability and readiness of the sets
- an increase in environment protection
- an introduction of methods of diagnostic and warning measurements as a necessary part of maxing 

the process of maintenance and repair of the equipment mere efficient.

A phase I of modernization of equipment of HPPs, replacement of voltage governors - use of 
analog tyristor governors of RNG type (Skoda PI zed), a complex automation with consequent analog 
autooperators of HPP, introduction of remote measurement, indication and control of HPP from 
a centre - a company dispatching centre of Vodni elek trine Trent In - were finished in 70s.

In 80s, a process of replacement of relay automatic systems with ZEPAL3G systems (fixed logic) 
was started, a computerized processing of maintenance programs was introduced, use of computer 
technology of RPP or SHE? types, respectively in the area of control of technologic processes in HPP 
and also in the area of an automated control of a company was started. In the area of control 
processes, 90s are characterized by introduction of digital technology, use of microprocessors in 
the area of control systems for turbine speed, excitation of generators, sequential automates of 
sets as a part of distributed control systems of units of equipment of HPPs and also group governors 
of units of HPPs and PSPs.

Use of a microprocessor technology in the area of dispatching and control systems was at the 
same time also a qualitative step in a control of HPP and PSP as a unit towards ES system. An 
information and control system was completed with a corrector of optimalization of a cascade and the 
present level of operation control of HPP and PSP correspond to a European standard including 
providing control functions of HPP and PS? to an electric system.

Certainly, introduction of automation, development of dispatching and control technology 
required, and still requires, a corresponding level of a basic production and distribution equipment 
of HPP and PSP - a change to switching equipment with Sn medium, to vacuum LV and HV switching 
equipment, motor driven LV and HV disconnectors, arresters of ZNO types (VHV and HV!, replacement of 
older types of transformers, modification of governors, distribution transformers, systems of 
electric protections (continuous process of replacement of relay types and electronic protections 
ZPA), introduction of a system of total measurement of electricity within SE, a.s. (BG C500).

In 1984 - 1995, analog and microprocessor governors of turbine speed were completed with 
circuits for a function of a primary control in compliance with UCPTE conditions and HPPs, as 
a unit, were adopted to a governor of ES system, too. Diagnostic of insulation systems of generators 
and components of electric equipment including measurement of earthing and protection systems of HPP 
was brought to a standard level. Development of a machine diagnostic has started perspective!/. 
Vibrometric measurements with an analysis of nodes of sets have also been introduced in addition to 
standard control measurements. Permanent and close co-operation with both technical universities in 
the Slovak Republic (STU Bratislava, VSBS Zilina) and manufacturers of equipment is a basis for 
development of diagnostic methods.

Designs of a replacement of composite materials of axial segments with foils of high-molecular 
polyethylenes have also proved in practice (reduction of loss in bearings, increase in a tightness 
of distributors - an importance at a time of accumulation, including introduction of control 
measurements, introduction of monitoring in the area of vibrations of nodes cr sets. Maintenance, 
repair and upgrading of equipment in HPPs and PSPs strictly follows an increase in environment 

--.protection and a requirement for improvement of the existing state has a natural priority over an 
effective technical design.

Among the most important results, the following snouid be mentioned: introduction of oil 
separators in ail HPPs and PSPs for treatment of waste water from HPPs and PSPs, introduction of 
a lubrication-free support of lower parts of turbines, continuous tightness control of turbine wheel 
hubs and replacement of original collar sealings of pins of turbine blades with doubled sealings, 
continuous periodical monitoring of waste water from HP? and check for a contents of crude oil



products, construction of sealed tanks below external power transforaers and finished construction 
of treataent plants for rain water froa transforaer areas, preparation of a replacement of 
transformers HV, LV for internal consuaption of the equipment in HPP - a change to dry transforaers, 
a strict use of sealed measuring ail transformers or a change to transforaers with SF* medium in 
110 k.V switchgear, a change froa 110 kV low-oil power disconnectors to disconnectors with SF& 
medium, finishing the construction of treataent plants for waste water from HPPs and PSPs in the 
whole extent of operated hydroelectric power plants, creation of conditions and a permanent control 
of manipulation with dangerous wastes resulting in a process of maintenance and repair including 
their disposal in compliance with a valid legislation, permanent cooperation with a water management 
operator and providing a specified storage of wastes from treataent of inlets of HPPs and PSPs 
including modernization of cleaning machines of the inlet objects. The level reached in the area of 
environment protection and a condition of equipment in HPPs and PSPs are also a prove of a positive 
response of results from the control activities of respective institutions in environment protection 
which state a substantial increase of the condition within the last five years which, binds to 
strictly continue in the accepted program.

Main goals in the area of operation, repairs and modernization of HPPs and PSPs for future 
period of time are given by the goals of changes being carried out in SE, a.s. projected into the 
conditions of operation of HPPs and PSPs. The goal is to have HPPs and PSPs operated with a minimum 
operational personnel which requires to finish a process of modernization of automatic systems and 
dispatching control technology with an emphasis placed on the area of sensors and power control 
elements of sets and distribution equipment, to finish building of an effective monitoring of 
vibrations of nodes of the sets of HPPs and PSPs (Kompass system by Sruel and Kjaer company used in 
HPP Gabtlkovo, the systems realized in HPPs TvrdoSfn, BeAefiovi, Nosice, Ilava, Hrifov, Povafski 
Bystrica, etc.), to finish building of a remote control through sequences of distribution equipment 
of HPPs and PSPs (with operator-free plants), introduction of technical equipment into the area of 
protection of objects of HPPs and PSPs (electronic protection built in HPP Gabifkovo and PSP Cierny 
Vih), development of diagnostic methods and warning measurements as means for increasing the 
efficiency of repair and maintenance processes 7 to continue in a process of enforcement of 
a sufficiently effective maintenance of equipment in HPPs and PSPs keeping their high operational 
reliability.

~ A process of modernization of nodes of equipment of HPPs and PSPs has been extended lately to 
cover all pieces of equipment of HPP aimed at an increase in effectiveness of HPP as a unit. Turbine 
wheels of selected HPPs were replaced in the past, replacement of impellers of pumps of machines in 
PSP Cierny VAh started at present and a complex modernization of our oldest HPP Ladce (1936) is 
planned aimed at an increase in absorption capacity of water turbines with an increase in their 
efficiency. The process of increasing the efficiency of the existing units without substantial 
construction changes in blocks of turbines gives also an economic acceptability to the mentioned 
approaches from the point of view of both the gained installed capacity and electrical energy 
production compared to an option of building a modern hydroelectric power plant (HVE) and it is also 
more acceptable from the point of view of environment protection than newly built KVEs.

All of the technical changes, a process of increasing the use of a hydroenergetic potential and 
also environment protection are being realized and will be realized only by high quality workers. 
Thus a program of transition to a more effective provision of activities with simultaneous increase 
in qualification and multipurpose use of laborforce is a part of the equipment development program.
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Possibilities of Further Utilization of Hydroenergetic 
Potential of the Slovak Republic



This entry deals with a description of possicilities of energetic utilization of so far not 
used sections of main streats, it does not cover possibilities of construction of hydroelectric 
power plants on oorder streams and less important streams in the eastern part of the Slovak 
Republic.

River V^h
Locations, description and problems o* not used sections of the river Vih. Schemes of possible 

utilization of respective sections, their advantages and disadvantages.

It results from a comparison of possible and present utilization of the river Van, that we 
still have about 421 of a no: used potential available in its basin. About 51 of which is 
represented by VD {hydro power project/ Zalina which is under construction at present. Remaining 
almost 371 is hidden in so far not utilized but sufficiently prospective sections of the river Vih 
at which this entry is aimed.

On a lower section of the river Vih from a watersseet with the Danube, after building VD 
Krilova, the energetic use is very complicated especially due to an uncertainty in existence of VD 
Nagyaaros or a project which could replace it, respectively. This area is also threatened by efforts 
at an exclusive utilization of the river for navigation purposes.

A not used section representing about 170 SUh/ysar (51) is above VD KriZovi up to VE 
(hydroelectric power plant) Madumce. Utilization of this section is in a phase of preparation of VD 
Sere-f-Hlohovec, in which the main effect, except the electric energy production, will be water 
surposes including making the river navigable.

If we do not include VD Zilina, which is under construction, among not used sections, then next 
section with a possibility to gain about 150 SHh/ysar (4.1! is the section from the end of 
a backwater of the reservoir Zilina up to VE Lipovec.

A section from the reservoir Krpefany up to VE Seiefiovi which represents about 166 GHh/year 
(51) is a next one. This section can be used by a system of 17 low river stages.

The remaining part of a technically usable hydroenergetic potential (HE?) of the river Vih is 
related to other partial basins (the river Vih above Liptovksi Mara, the rivers Drava, Nitra, 
Kysuca, etc.). A schematic longitudinal profile of a proposal of utilization of HEP of the river Vih 
is shown in fig.l.

The River V4h Section between VD KrAl'ovA and VE
Madunice

Brief description of a present state of the area in question

The area in question is located in a fluvian plain of the river Vih stream limited by the towns 
5ers<f and Hlohovec in a stream section between the river kilometers 76.0 and 101.9 ia mouth of 
a waste channel of VD Madunice), which ..represents . 23.9. ..km of the original stream. Frq.m_t.he_ 
hedroenergetic point of view, the VD Sers-f-Hlohovec is limited by VD Madunice and VD KriZovi.

The whole stream section is protected against large waters with a dam on the right side. This 
'dam uniquely determines the area of a right bank inundation. The left bank inundation is, except 
a short section below the town Hlohovec, bordered with slopes of Hitnanska pahorkatina. The 
inundation, except the forests, has an agricultural use.

The whole section of the stream, and also the inundations, are characterized by human 
activities, such as stream changes, gravel mining, agricultural production, etc. Doth the nuaan 
activities and a natural activity of the stress have signed themselves on slope deformations of



Nitrianska pahorkafcina nearly in the whole section in question. Terrain altitude in a near vicinity 
varies from 122 to 140 asters above see level ;5?v.i.

Technical Design Concept

The basic conditions predetermining thea
- a gross head given by an upper operational 
and the required lower Level of VO .laconic:

- shipping path of a required class £-21

- HEP utilisation
- evaluation of an underground water mode
- evaluation of a soil fund bite

oncepi of VB Sered’-Hl ohovec are as follows;
evei of ¥0 Kril'ovA (122 to 124 seters above sea level?
(141.10 asters above sea level).

- territory protection against large waters
- •iniaaiization of a building and technological work and also the
- evaluation of a recreation potential in the area

te load due to construe on

Two basic alternatives of the VB. i.e. derivative and river ones, are being evaluated from the 
point of view of environment protection at present.

Table 1.

Profile

First class rod 
Sere-f-Sintava

Basin
kg2

•10,379

Hydrologic conditions 
area Course of large waters

1 3 10 20 50 100
913 1,379 1,554 1.710 1.913 2,060

years
»3s-1

* VD Sered'-Hl ohovec - alternative 1
VB Sered'-Hl ohovec (fig. 2 - a derivative scheae) consists of the following main objects:
Siiadice reservoir - starts with an inflow into a supply channel and a Siladice weir and ends 

in a place of a mouth of a waste channel of VE Madunice into the river Vih. The reservoir is 10.02 
km long. The reservoir is dammed on both sides with a crest at the elevation 142.60 asters above sea 
level 8pv.

fig.2. A Proposal for Utilization of the River Vih Hydropotential (SEREB-HLQHOVEC section) the river 
kilometers 64,025 - 107.000.

The aain function of the Siiadice reservoir is to ensure a present level in the town Hlohovec 
when large waters pass through, to create a volume to enable a tandem operation with VE iladunice and 
to enable fulfilling of ail of the landscape shaping functions (fauna, flora, recreation, 
microclimate).

Different pieces of infrastructure (water pipeline, gas pipeline,, crude oil pipeline) are led 
across the designed reservoir which must be taken into account during the construction.

■Siiadice weir - the weir profile is designed in a channel of the river Vah at the river 
kilometer 99.800. The weir will have five fields wide 16 a each or four fields wide 22 a eacc, 
respectively. A dammed height is 9 a. A segment with a shutter is designed as a damming structure.

A biocorridor is considered to be built in the right hand side abatement of the weir.

A regenerating flow in the amount of 7 *5.5-$ which will be used by a small hydroelectric power 
plant CMVE) will be discharged into the original channel. Road access to the villages Vinohrady aad 
Vi hoe and Bvomiky from the village Siiadice will be provided by building a bridge across tne weir



and a tunnel below the supply channel.

The supply channel - total length of the supply channel is 5.4 km. A cross section consists of 
a modified trapezoid with a bottom wioth 45 a and a slope gradient 1:2 up to the elevation 140.65 
a above sea level and 1:9 up to the elevation 141.60 a above sea level. The crest of daa is at the 
elevation 142.60 a above sea level. The water part of the dais in the section with the slope 1:9 
will be changed as for the vegetation. A,stabilizing part of the body will be changed by an 
additional fill of a varying shape enabling vegetation changes, in the places in which the 
morphology and stability of slopes of Nitrianska pahorkatina enable it, the route will approach so 
that the left hand side daa would be integrated with these slopes.

The channel bottom copies the actual terrain nearly along its entire length. A foil was 
designed as a sealing element for entire length of the channel, i.e. both the bottom and slopes.

Sered hydraulic node - the hydraulic node was designed on the left bank of the river Van at the 
kilometer 5.480 after considering the terrain configuration and slope deformations on Nitrianska 
pahorkatina. It consists of a VE and a gate IPX). The VE is located to the right into the PX and 
from a building point of view, it is designed for installation of two vertical Kaplan turbines with 
an absorption capacity 2 x 150 i3.s_1 and power output 2 x 23.59 KK. Assumed average yearly 
electricity production is 169 Gift. The gate is designed with parameters of £-21 class. Its utility 
ground plan dimensions are 24 x 110 a with a depth providing navigation of ships with a draught of 
3.5 a.

ifaste channel - this object hydraulically connects the hydraulic node of VD Ssred with 
a reservoir of V0 Krilova. The path of the channel was selected outside the original river channel 
with respect to abandon a slide area to the north of a village Sintava.

A combination of the channel with meanders of the original river channel creates conditions for 
suitable assembly of different communities of fauna and flora. The inundation area will be completed 
with a . network of bridges (a road bridge, foot bridges and bridges for cyclists! and a port for 
sporting vessels for activation of the whole path of the waste channel as a recreation area for the 
town Sere-f.

The length of the waste channel is 5,535 a.

The riper jfih modifications in the section Siladice-Sere’d - a function of the old river channel 
will be partially changed due to building the supply channel. At the time when flows in the river 
VAh are less than the absorption capacity of the hydroelectric power plant, a flow of 7 a3.s-1 will 
be additionally supplied into the old river channel. At the time of large flows, the old river 
channel must be able to safely pass them.

Rescue of si asps - rescue of slope deformations is urgent in the sections with active stamps 
also outside the scope of an actual preparation of VD Seres.

* VD Sered'-Hlohovec - alternative 2
Alternative il (fig.3 - a river scheme! of VD Sered covers a river variant with HE? utilization- 

in three stages. This alternative, in the same was as the preceding one, is based on a tandem 
operation with VD Hadunice. Absorption capacity of these plants is also 300 a3.s-1.

■x Arrangement of the stages is based on a requirement for reduction of a difference between the 
levels in a reservoir and below the stage related to the existing level mode and also on 
a requirement minimaiization of surfaces of the reservoirs so that jammed levels did not run out of 
the original channel of the river VAh. Based on this criteria, the individual river stages were 
designed in the following profiles:
- river kilometer 80.550 - Dolnf Ceped
- river kilometer 90.200 - Zelenice

4



FarMeters, layout ana also the technical design of the aain building objects in ail the stages 
are the same. Assumed yearly production of electric energy is 154.5 GWh in total.

Fig.3. A proposal for utilization of hydropotential of the river Vih (SERED-HLuHGVEC section) the 
river kilometers 64.025-107.000 (status of preparation by 1996).

Possibilities _of utilization of the section from VE
Lipovec to VD Zilina
The section of the river Vih fora VE Lisovec to the end of damming of a reservoir of VC Hriiov 

is about 25 km long.

A mode of utilization of the section of the river Vih from the south of the river Vartnka to 
the reservoir of VD Hriiov was defined by starting the construction of VD Zilina in 1994. The 
remaining not used section of the river Vih from VE Lipovec to the end of a damming in the reservoir 
of VD Zilina is about 12 ki long. A gross not used head between a lower level of VE Lipovec and the 
maximum level in the reservoir of VD Zilina is about 20.6 a.

The section can be used in several technical realistic schemes (schemes with PVE (pumped 
storage plant) Rcskora are not considered):
- with one large stage located below the railway bridges at the kilometer 264.25 (Strains) according 

to the design from 1964 113 or from 1985 E23 and from 1938 133.
- with one large stage located above the railway bridges at the kilometer 266.05 (Starhrad) 
according to the design from 1985 (23 and 1938 C33.

- with one middle large stage located below the railway bridges at about the kilometer 264.95 
(Nezbudski Luikai according to the design from 1992 [43.

- with two middle large stages according to the design from 1985 [23 and 1988 [33. The first was 
located above the railway bridges at the kilometer 266.06 !Starhrab) and the other was located 
below the railway bridges at the kilometer 264.25 (Streino).

- with two small stages according to the design from 1992 [43. The first one was located in 
DomaSiansky meander at the kilometer 267.50 and the other below the railway bridges at the 
kilometer 264.95.

Based on the evaluation of geologic conditions and especially an ecological evaluation of the 
site C51, two variants of energetic utilization of this section [61 were proposed in 1995 (tab.2).

* Variant 1 - utilization of the section with one stage 
(fig.4).

The Nezbudska LGika is located at the kilometer 264.95. i.e. 790 a below the lower railway 
bridge. The upper level is considered to oe at the elevation 364.00 meters above sea level. A weir 
with three fields wide 16.5 a each is located in a tapping on the right side of the river Vih 
channel. VE with two direct-flow Kaplan turbines with an absorption capacity 110 a3.s_1 each is 
designed on the left side of the weir."A water’daaming'created above the stage reaches as far as the ~ 
beginning of DoaaSiansky meander, i.e. into a distance of about 4,500 a. On the right side of the 
flow, the level is directed into the original channel of the river Vih by means of a protective das 
about 1,500 a long, which follows up with the right inflow wing of the weir. On the left side of the 
river channel, there is a permanent overflowing of a part of the area between the road and the left 
bank in the lower half of the Domaiinsky meander. Deepening of the river channel by 1.5 a to the 
elevation 353.00 meters above sea level is considered beic-w the stage. The deepening is about 1,200 
it long. A road bridge is being built across the weir and the VE to connect both the banks. A water 
biocorridor about 1,550 a long is designed along the right side of the VE.



rig.4, A proposal for utilization of hydropotential of the river V4h iHRICOV-LlPOVEC section) the 
river kilometers 245.60-278.46 (status of preparation by 1996).

* Variant 2 - utilization of the section with twostages (fig.5).
The first stage Starhrad is located at,the kilometer 266.02, i.e. 200 i above the upper railway 

bridge. The upper level is considered to be at the elevation 367.00 meters above sea level. A weir 
with four fields wide 16.5 a each is located on the right side of the river Vih channel. VE with two 
direct-flaw Kaplan turbines with an absorption capacity 110 a’.s"1 each is designed on the left side 
of the weir. A water damming created above the stage reaches as far as the kilometer 270.5 of the 
length measurement of the river Yah, i.e. to a oistance of about 4,500 s. On the right side of the 
flow, the level is directed into the original channel of the river Van by means of a protective dam 
about 500 i long which follows up with the right inflow wing of the weir. On the left side of the 
channel there is a permanent overflowing of a part of the area between the road and the left bank 
along the entire length of the OamaSinsky meander.

The second stage Nezbudski Lidia is locates at the kilometer 264.95. basic description of this 
stage is the same as that one in the variant 1 provided that the level in the reservoir is designed 
at the elevation 361.00 meters above sea level. A water biocorridor is designed on both the sides of 
the V0.

Tab.2.

Basic energetic parameters of VE
Parameter Variant 1 Variant 2

Mezb.Lidia Starhrad Nszb,Lidia
Absorption capacity a’.s*1 220 220 220

Max. net head a 9.24 5.3 6.37.
Installed capacity MW 13.6 11.0 13.0
Available capacity MW 17.4 10.9 12.0

Average yearly production GWh 54.3 34.0 37.9

Fig.5. A proposal for utilization of hydropotentiai of the river van iHRICOV-LlPOVEC section) the 
river kilometers 245.60-27S.46 (status of preparation by 1996).

* Mode of operation of VE
The hydraulic mode of the designed VEs is affected by a yearly mode of accumulating reservoirs 

Liptovski Mara and Orava and a daily mode of the reservoir KrpeZany. The designed VEs do not have 
reservoirs designed for daily control of flows. With respect to increased requirements for 
environment protection, a flow mode of VE with a constant level was considered.

A daily mode of flows in a profile of the designed VE is a variable daily mode of the cascade 
of VEs Krpefany-Sufany-Lipovec and a steady one corresponding to lateral water inflows from a basin 
between the weir in KrpeTany and the profile of VE.

Energetic Utilization of the River VAh between BeSefiovA 
and Krpel'any.
The section between the existing VDs BeSehova and Krpefany (upper Yah III) in a total length 

about 35 km with a gross head of about 85 a provides a yearly production of electric energy of about 
166 GWh. Energetic utilization of this section of the river Vih has seen studied since 70s and the 
following three basic variants have been evaluated:
1. Left hand side derivation considered to guide water from the river Vih through a left hand side 

tunnel. Output was considered in the reservoir Holiovo. This basic scheme also covered 
possibilities of building PVE with large accumulating reservoirs Vikolfnec and Eufeochlia.



2. Sight hand a;je derivation considered to guide water fro# the river Vih through a tunnel in the 
right hand aide rock blocs into a basin of the river Grave.

3. A system of eight river stages with a relative height <7 to 13 a) and a total absorption capacity 
160 to 200 aJ.s'1 (peak-load vEs).

At the end of 80s, opinions on an energetic utilization of this section of the river V4h 
stabilized on river stages with substantially lower heads which meant a larger number of stages in 
its utilization, in 1791, also the height of stages was finally stabilized on about 5 a by 
preparation of a proposal for a typified stage l?].

Site characteristics

ihe section of the river Van between VDs Krpeiany and 8e$efiov4 is along the whole length 
Halted by a first class road 1/18 Ulina-Fcprad on one side and by the gain east-west railroad 
(KoSice-Zilina? on the other side. This specific location of both the main communication paths 
bordering the river Vah stream in a relatively narrow vicinity in combination with residential and 
industrial built-up areas in an immediate vicinity of the river Vah required regulation changes in 
the river V4h. These changes started at the end of the last century, left hand side bank slope 
modifications in a cadastral territory of the village Rojkov in a length of 260 a in 1899. At 
present, a section of a total length 11,837 a out of the total length of about 35 km, i.e. about 
342 of the length, is regulated on one side or both sides, respectively. More over, a total amount 
of 1,974 a of protecting earth dams max. 3 i high is built in the area of Rukomberok. 9 bridges and 
footbridges in total were required to be built across the river Vih in construction of 
a communication network.

Hydrologic document ation

Flows according to a twenty year operation of the Selsdovi reservoir were evaluated for 
a design of individual stages and based on a previous optimalizaticn, a proposed absorption capacity 
8n of IWE in the following three sections is considered:
- section I - the river Vah above Revtica 8n = 40 m’.s-1

- section 21 - the river Vih above Drava 8n = SO mHs-1

- section ill - the river Vih at KraZovany profile On = 90 m3.s_i

.4 concept of a technical design:

A proposal for energetic utilization of the section of the river Vih in question is based on 
the following rules:
2. The existing character of the flows affected by the balanced reservoir Beie/iova will not be 

changed thus a flow character of the stage is considered.
2. Leveling of the levels of individual stages will be designed so that a not required damming of 

levels would occur at increased flows.
3. If required, the channel will be deepened so that the underground water level would not be 

reduced excessively whereas the normal operation of JIVE will create stabilized levels with 
a minimum fluctuation.

Tab.3,

List of basic data on individual stages.

Stage Capacity
(MW)

Production
iOWh/yeari

Average flow

Knlov any 3.30 26.43 79.4
Rojkov 2.37 12.91 42.6
Sta.nkcvany 1.78 9.76 42.6
Lubochha 1.53 3.10 40.2
Hubovj 1.53 8.19 40.0



SvoSov I 1.62 8.50 40.0
SvoSov II 1.62 3.44 33.3
HrboltovA 2.05 10.53 39.6
CernovA 2.25 11.72 39.3
RybArpoie 1.66 9.09 33.9
RuZoaberok 1.16 7.38 32.4
LiskovA I 1.20 . 7.24 31.6
LiskovA II 1.22 6.89 31.4
IvachnovA I 2.08 10.33 31.0
IvachnovA 11 1.16 6.37 30.3
IvachnovA 111 1.14 6.29 30.8
Lipt.TeplA 1.46 7.67 30.1
In total 29.13 165.94 -

lili not become worse due to flows of fl cod lev:
5. Profiles of individual stages will be designed in the locations in which a building site can be 

develops*:.
6. Siting the land except the land belonging to Povodie VAhu will be minimized.
7. Profiles of individual stages will be located so that interests of environment protection would 

be injured minimally.
3. Zones of protective bank vegetation covers will be designed as a replacement for partial 

liquidation of bank covers and they will be suitably completed with traced fishways to preserve 
possible migration of fish.

9. The level will not be daaied excessively close to residential built up areas of villages 
extending directly to the river banks.

Stage iocacion design

According to the character of the area through which the river v'Ah runs, the section in 
question can be divided fro# the point of view of location of the stages as follows:
- a section of Liptov basin, location of the stages - Lipt.TeplA stage, IvachnovA ill stage, 
_!vachfiov4 II stage, IvachnovA I stage and LiskovA II stage

- the section of an intravilane of the town RuZoaberofc: location of the stages - LieskovA l stage, 
RuZoeberok stage, Sybirpoie stage and CernovA stage.

- the section of the river Vih below Ruioaberok up to.a riversaeet with the river Drava: location of 
the stages - HrboltovA stage, SvoSov II stage, SvoSov I stage, HubovA stage, Zubochfia stage, 
Stankovany stage and Rojkov stage.

- the section below the riversaeet with the river Drava: location of KraJovany stage.

The schemes of the stages are shown in fig.6 and 7 and a list of basic data of the stages is 
shown in tab.I.

Absorption opacities of HVEs

Absorption capacity of turbines was derived fro* the absorption capacity of the turbines in MVE 
BeSeflovA taking into account the side water inflows especially of the rivers Revuca and 
LubochniankaTfn'considerations' about operation of JIVE in this section of—the river VAh, it should 
be realized that VE BeSe/icvA which is controlled by PD VET will be the governing VE of this group of 
MVEs 'without taking into account their number). Its operation is affected by the functions of VD 
BeSefiovA as a "balancing" VD for PVE L. Mara and VDs through which the flows at VEs of the VAh 
cascade are affected from the reservoir L. Mara.

Environaenial evaluation

The first work of an environmental character was carried out in this section in 1991 and 1992 
which considers this designed system of MVEs as a unit, especially from the point of view of an 
ecology, as non-acceptable, but it also states that the unfavorable effects mentioned above do not



have to occur in a successive, ecological conditioned construction of several select Stags

The stages were divided into the following four categories:
- suitable for realization: 1 stage
- conditionally suitable for realization: 3 stages
- conditionally suitable - troublesome: 4 stages
- unsuitable at present conditions: 4 stages

Relationship nith a railnay line

Nearly the whole area of the upper river Vih III in question is in an immediate 
a railway line of the aain railway line Cierna nad Tisou-Ziiina. A possibility of cor 
a new railway line 1 for a higher speed) even after construction of MVE was proved when 
the design of co-existence of modernization of ZSR network and the prepared MVEs,

contact with 
struction of 
reevaluating

fewer output from .11'£

Possibilities for output of the power from MVE in the section of the river Vah HI were studied 
separately. Local 22 kV and 110 kV lines are available for power output.

Possibilities of connection of MVE into a distribution network were analyzed provided that all 
MVEs exist in this section, i.e. somehow a final state.

Analysis of the problea of power output fraa MVEs built in this region pointed out 
a close cooperation between the operators of MVEs and a distribution company to whi 
situations from the point of view of operation arise due to connection of MVEs (even 
which can affect economic relations when selling energy from these sources.

to a need of 
zh demanding 
one by one)

River Hron
The river Hron, in its length of a stream 240 km with a gross hydraulic head 400 a, offers 761 

GWh/year of technically usable hydroenergetic potential. Respecting the environment protection 
requirements, stated in a law on environment protection, these parameters cannot be taken into 
account. That was the reason why designs of energetic utilization of the river acceptable fro® the 
point of view of environment protection were prepared at present.

Site characteristics.
Hydrologic conditions.

The river Hron, in the section between Kozarovce and TImaie, runs through so called Slovak gate 
between volcanic spurs of Stiavnicfcd vrchy and Kozailovski vfiky. The river Hron runs into a wise 
alluvial flat with a meandering channel behind this section. High banks are eroded in concave 
sections and material deposits occur in convex sections. In this section, the Hron channel is 50-60 
a wide at the bottom and has a capacity up to a bank line St - Sir. At larger flows, water runs out 
of the banks and floods the left bank area between the river Hron and the channel Perec. The right 
bank is located higher. Large waters culminate above Levies, then they decrease as far as the mouth 
due to insufficient inflows. The largest flows are in spring and the lowest ones are in autumn in 
a long term average. VeFke Kozirovce and Mfltovi reservoirs are built in the river basin and 
construction of Siatinka water reservoir is being prepared. The reservoirs will provide a water 
supply for the main consusers JE [nuclear power plant? Rochovce and irrigation.

Flow characteristics of the river Horn in KAlna profile.



Average daily ficus Q UP.—*) exceeded H-deye in a year.

30 90 ISO 270 3 5 364 days

121.70 61.05 33 a u5 15.43 12,38 9.27 Qu_ ---

Flows 3 (a-4.5_i> repeated once m “-years.

1 10 20 50 100!years

310 --3 v 600 675 760

Underground eater mode.
It is heavily affected by a relationship among geoeorphologic conditions, geologic structure, 

hydrology of the river Hron, precipitation and human activities. General direction of floe is 
identical with the direction of a stream flow. Drainage effect of the river Hron is negligible.

The original natural mode was heavily affected by extensive changes in the stream, construction 
of drainage channels, pumping fora the wells and construction of hydro power projects.

Changes in the channel and gravel mining exceeding water transportation of bottom scours caused 
a river erosion which results in deepening of the river cneons 1.

The hydro power project Kozaalovce divided toe rive' into two independent sections, however 
having a different character as for the natural environment. This was also the way how their design 
was approached to.

Lower section.
Veits Kozdrovce - mouth.

Original designs of a continuous utilization of the river Hron joined several iaportani 
technical and econoaic interests: protection of an agricultural land fund against floods, protection 
of intravilans, gravel mining from the river Hron, water consumption for industry, etc. These 
interests are more or less colliding with environment protection and that was why neither power 
engineers considered a continuous utilization of the lower section of the river Hron.

However, acute lack of available water for the countryside in the surroundings of the river is 
a key problem at present. Growing drought and level decrease in tne river Hron due to changes of the 
river channel causes depletion and fading away of about 1,000 hectares of meadow florists, depletion 
of abandoned branches cut from the river which has a character of a super regional boicorridsr and 
is a backbone of ecological stability of the Levies region.

With respect to the fact mentioned above, the technical changes are required which are aimed at 
the following:

v- to locally raise the river levels and neighboring underground water
- to enable seasonal run of the water from the river Hron out of the banks
- to make the dry branches viewable
- however, to minimize consequential negatives during these changes, such as miniaahzatien of 
damming, construction of biologically acceptable fishways, etc.

After several unsuccessful attempts to design ana realize such goals without an energetical 
use, the sections which would meet botn the ecological and energetic requirements were selected ;r



cooperation of a tea# of ecologists and technicians directly in the countryside. A combination of 
interests of ecology and power engineering is the only real way at present to save an ecosystem of 
the lower river Hron. However, these investments will be provided nearly below the level of economic 
acceptability without an appreciation of the ecological benefits.

Based on these ecological rules mentioned above, the firs; most complicated sections were 
selected which will be designed by construction of river stages with an energetic utilization 
Vozokany, Sirovee, Turd, HaruSovd, Navy Tekov.

To aeet the eco"logical requirements during the preparation of the construction of water stages 
will be possible only at a price of a technically more demanding design. Thus first of all, it will 
be necessary to measure the actual bottom as for the height, washed banks of the main channel, in 
the profiles of inflows and outflows of branches and bottoms of the branches specified for making 
them flowable. Then it will be possible to define an upper level and thus also the heads in 
individual stages.

The lower stages Kaaenica and Kaaenin are a special case. The lowest stage Kamenica can be 
built only in the case if the VO Nagymaros is not built.

The Kamen in stage the main function of which is a water function - water supply for irrigation 
in a lower river Hron, will be built in cooperation with a water management investor.

According to the materials available so far, the parameters of the stages were specified as is 
shown in a table.

Table of parameters for respective stages.

item Stage name Average 
rate of flow

Max.
head

Absorption 
capacity of 
turbines

Installed
capacity

Average
yearly
'production

m:,.s-1 a a3.s-1 MW GUh
1 Kamenica 55.1 6.1 60.0 2.71 12.44
2 Kaaenin 54.7 5.1 60.0 2.15 9.20
3 Vozokany 52.7 4.9 60.0 1.74 3.68
4 Sdrovce 52.0 3.5 51.0 1.09 5.38
5 Turd 52.0 4.2 60.0 1.49 7.43
6 Haruiovj 51.6 4.3 54.0 1.32 7.57
7 N.Tekov 51.6 4.0 54.0 1.2? 6.91
S V.Kozaiiovce 51.4 7.7 84.0 5.23 24.50

Upper section: Ve?kb Xozdrovce - Brezno

In a similar way as on the lower section of the river Hron, the possibilities of realization of 
river stages with NVEs and their locations were studied so that they meet certain water, ecological 
and technical parameters provided that the negative effects on environment are minimized. It was 
proved that the concepts of utilization of the river Hron with large reservoirs tHiinlk, Ladomer, 
Hronski DObrava, etc.) designed so far are difficult to realize due to a large.impact on 
environment. In the described proposal of a concept of NVEs, the goal was to mate use of a natural 
hydropotential of the river Hron in an acceptable extent. In this section, the needs to solve 
ecological problems of the area act in a lower extent, on the other hand it should be protected even 
if due to continuous modifications of the river channel, a.g. in the areas of liar nad Hranos, 
VlkanovA and Zvolsn, the natural river channel has been destroyed.

Hydrologic conditions.

The whole sec 
slightly affected

.ion of the river Hron from Brezno to Zvolsn has a natural hydrologic mode. It is 
by Nridcvd and lid "o v a reservoirs oelow tne town of Zvolsn and it can also be



substantially affected by Slatinka reservoir in future. These reservoirs have only an insignificant 
positive influence for the system of HVEs.

Normal flows of the river Hron run through a cuvette of the river channel. Larger flows run out 
of the banks and thus the stream is limited with daas in some sections.

flow characteristics of the river Hron in Banskd Bystrica profile.

Average daily flows 3 la3.*'1) exceeded N-days in a year.

n) 33 90 130 270 364
QI 62.0

35. 0 19.6 12. 2 ~I« 55 5. 88

Flows 3 I a3.s-1) repeated once in N-yaars.

1
1 n i 10 100

l Q 155 260 310 360|400 430

Technical design of the stages.

Head and flow conditions in this section are similar in individual profiles. Thus it is 
possible to repeat the technical design of the stages which is preferable fro* the economic point of 
view.

A stage consists of a machine room of HVE, located near the closer da* as a rule, a damming 
object - a weir with a mobile daaaing structure, The weirs will be by-passed if water runs out of 
the banks. The HVE machine room is protected with an upper structure at greater flows and is 
accessible from the air side of the da*. A concrete pillar with a gravel gate is between the weir 
and HVE. A fishway in a fora of a short bioby-pass will be designed round the stage on the left side 
of the weir in an inundation which can also be used for boating.

Heads in the stages vary fro* 2.5 to 5.0 s, thus the direct flow Kaplan turbines with 
a horizontal axis providing a ainiaalization of the building part of HVE are designed in the machine 
rooms of HVEs. Three or four machines are installed in HVEs according to the flow conditions. The 
turbines will drive asynchronous generators. HVE power output will be led into 22 kV public 
distribution network.

A final proposal of the concept of water energy utilization which can be considered as 
a balance of the interests of water management, power engineering and environment protection is 
shown in the following table.



Table of parameters for respective stages.

I tea Stage name Average
flow

Max. head Turoine
absorption
capacity

instil 1sd 
capacity

Average
yearly
production

a3.s-1 3 ap.s-i m GWh
1 Fsiare 51.52 4.15 73.0 1.335 7.375
2 Qkrut 49.97 4.20 76.0 1.270 7.236

Ziar nad Hronoa 43.56 5.00 54.0 1.530 8.251
4 Siiovski Podhradie 41.64 4,30 54.0 1.290 6.779
5 Jalnd 40.46 3.90 52.5 1.110 5.330
6 Hronski Obbrava 39.43 4.10 54.0 1.250 6.323
7 Hronski Brezma 39.43 4.00 52.5 1.130 5.344
a Budita 38.14 3.90 52.5 1.120 5.683
9 Zvolsn I 30.57 5.30 45.0 1.335 6.724
10 Hijniky 30.07 4.40 39.0 1.000 5.023
11 Vikanovi 23.32 4.40 40.5 1.060 5,265
12 Iliis 27.99 4.90 39.0 1.135 5.669
13 Salkovi 23.47 3.70 25.3 0.555 3.149
14 Srusno 22.42___ 3.60 24.9 0.515 2.937

River Orava
The River Orava in the Section TvrdoSin - Krpelany
The concept of utilization of hydroenergy in the section in question is affected by preceding 

designs respecting the environaent problems identified so far.

Total not used section of the river iJrava is 57.915 ka long in which the river creates a head
of 137.7 a. The length of 24.6 ka out of this section with a used head 70.2 a is covered in the
study. So the utilization of hydropotential is about 502.

The river section, according to the design, is divided into 12 river stages with a gross
hydraulic head froa 4.45 to 8.00 a.

The flows output froa VO TvrdoSin according to manipulation instructions were used for design 
of absorption capacities of respective stages of HVE.

According to this, optiaua sbsorption capacities froa 5.0 to 65.0 aJ.s_1 were specified.

Profiles of respective river stages were located into places in which the ainiaua impacts or 
damages, respectively could be caused froa the point of view of environaent protection. Protected 
areas were also taken into account in selection of the locations. - - -

Technical designs of respective stages and their layout result fro# technologic equipment. 
A building part consists of VE close to a weir, a mobile weir, a fishway, modification of a river 
'channel below the stage and respective related buildings. VE technology consists of tuce turbines 
with a perpendicular transmission to an asynchronous generator. Three aachines are installed in each 
stage. Technologic design is proposed in variant designs.

Electrotechnical equipment is located in VE and consists of synchronous generators with 
accessories.



Power output fro* the hydroelectric power plants is led into

Operation of the plants is supposed 
water level.

fully autoa.

the existing ordinary 22kV lines, 

controlled according to the upper

Total electric energy production in 12 stages is ex pected in an average year 107,578.5 MWh.

Basic technic parameters of the studied concept.

item Location Head
a

Absorption 
capacity 
a3/s

Capacity

MW

Production

Own,'year

1 NiinA 4.9 3x21.6 2.67 7.7
2 (Crivi I 4.3 3x21.6 2.67 8.3
3 KrivA 11 6.24 3x21.6 3.30 li.a
4 Diha n 0. 4.75 3x21.6 2.67 8.4
5 S.DubovA 6.26 3x21.6 3.30 11.4
6 H. Lehota 4.26 3x21.6 2.67 7.8
7 Medzibrodie 5.36 3x21.6 3.30 11.1

a Kfiaiia 5.06 3x21.6 2.67 9.3
9 ZAskalie 4.16 3x21.6 2.67 8.0

10 V. Bysterec 4.06 3x21.6 2.67 7.9
11 Istebne 3.40 3x21.6 2.22 6.7
12 Zaikov 4.10 3x21.6 2.67 8.6

- 57.35 - • -Jti 107.5

Description of a Design Reduced due to a More Detailed
Environmental Analysis
Zaikov, Kfiaiia, NiinA, V.Bysterec and ZAskalie profiles in the evaluated concept were 

identified as acceptable ones for energy utiiication. A gross hydraulic head up to 5.0 a recommended 
for all of the stages according to the materials known so far provided that the head will be created 
by damming the water level above the stage and deepening of the river channel below the stage.

The actual technical design of the stages will be adopted to environmental requirements 
especially in a building part.

The reduction of energetic utilization can be characterized as a substantial one with the 
following parameters:

But of the total not used section of the river in the length 57.915 km, only 10 km will be used 
energetically and out of a total head 137.7 a, only 21.38 > will be used.

Then, total production in these stages in an average year will be 40,643 MWh.



data of the reduced concept.sasic tecnnic
r -ir~
I tea Location Head Absorption

capacity
Capacity Production

3 a3/ s MW MWh/year

1 mini 4.5 65 2.4 6.357
2 Kflaiia 5.56 65 2.9 9.805
J Zask.alie 4,16 65 2.5 3,601
4 V. Bysterec 4.06 65 2.4 7,872
5 ZaStov 4.10 65 2.4 5,058

__ local 21.38 12.6 43,643

Conclusion
Extensive experience in hydropotential utilization, steadily growing electricity consumption 

despite of realization or saving measures and absolute lack of other energy resources predefine 
utilization of our rivers for its production just fro# these natural resources. Peraaneot contact 
with a nature protection and environmental approach when designing the final appearance of hydro 
power projects ensures ainiializaticn of impacts on a natural environment.
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u d r 19.

A Proposal for Utilization of Hy ci rope tent la 1 of the Ri 
V'Ah

B. p. v. m n. m. - B. p. v. ,n a. s. 1.
porov.rovina stanid.Vahu R km - comparing level of len 

measurement of the river VAh R km 
hrony VAh III - upper Vah III
rekonStrukcia vASsk.e j kaskAdy - VAh cascade reconstruc tion 
do Ini' Vah I, riedne stupne - lower Vah I, river stages
do1. VAh deriv. - lower VAh, deriv.
2,strednovAZska kaskAda - middle VAh cascade 2
1,strednovASska kask Ada - middle VAh cascade 1
3.strednovASsk a kaskada - middle van
h„VAh I.II, riedne si. - upper VAh I. II, river stages
1. hornov.kaskAda — upper 1
horny VAh III, rie£ne =tupne - upper Vah III, river stages

Legend:
VE v prsvAdzke - VE in operation 
VE pripravovanA - VE under preparartion



obr. 2

Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah (usek SEREb - HLOHOVEC)

v rkm 64.025 - 107.000 (Slav prlpravy k roku 1996)
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(FigObr

A Proposal for Utilization of the River VAh Hydropotsn 
(SERED-HLQHQVEC section) the River Kilometers 64 
- 107,000.

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion

stav orlpravy - preparation status 
tok - stream
nazov vodnej elektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name 
parameter - parameter 
riedny km - river km
inAtai, vykor, - installed capacity 
vyroba el. energie - electricity production 
hi tnost' - absorption capacity 
spad - heao 
prevAdzkovA hladma - operational



Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah (usek SERE& - HLOHOVEC)

v rkm 64.025 -107.000 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)
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GWh/rok
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47.20 136.0090.200 15.24 300.00

96.600 15.24 40.10 300.00 141.10
VE v prfprave
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SE a.3., VET



A Proposal for Utilization of Hydropotential of the River 
Vah (SERED-HLOHOVEC section) the River Kilometers 
64,025-107.000 '.status of preparation by 1996).

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion

stav pripravy - preparation status 
tok - stream
n&zov vodnej elektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name 
parameter - parameter 
risfny km - river km 
in&tal, vykon - installed capacity 
vyrota el. energie - electricity production 
hitnost - absorption capacity

prevadzkovA hi adma - operational 1 eve 1



obr. 4

Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah (usek HRldOV - LIPOVEC)

v rkm 245.60 - 278.46 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)

450- 425.34
410.89

390.24
400-

VE Krpefany
364.00

VE Sufcany352.00

E 350 VE Lipovec

VE Nezb. Lu6ka

300-i

VE Hricov vo vystavbe

VE v prevadzke250-

VE v prfprave

riedny km 240 250

SE i.i.. VFT n ?



Obr.4 (Fig.4)

A Proposal for Utilization of Hydropotential of the Rive 
VAh (HRICOV-LIRDVEC section) the River Kilometer
245.60-278.46 (status of preparation by 1996).

riebny km - river km 
vo v^stavbe - under construction 
VE v prevAdzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion



500-

200-

Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah (usek HRlCOV - LIPOVEC)

v rkm 245.60 - 278.46 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)

obr. 5

425.34

vo vystavbe 

VE v prevadzke 

VE v priprave

riecny km 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320

SE a.s., VET o.z.



for Utilization of Hydropotential of the RiverA Proposal
Va.h (HR ICOV-LIPOVEC section) the River
245.60-278.46 < status of preparation by 1996).

rieiny km - river km 
vo vystavbe - under construction 
VE v prevadzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion

Kilometers



Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah - H.V. Ill (usek KRPELANY - LISKOVA)

v rkm 299.30 - 326.51 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)

483.00lAUSKt HSrtlCA
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Obr.6 (Fig.6)

ft Proposal for Utiliz 
VAh - H.V.Ill (KRPELANY 
299.30-326.51 (status o

tion of Hydropotential of the River 
LlSKQVft section) the River Kilometers 
preparation by 1996).

VE v prevAdzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion

s tav pripravy - prepara t ion s ta tu.s 
tok - stream
n Azov vodnej elek trArne - hydroelectric power plant name
parameter - parameter
risCny km - river km
insta 1. vykon - installed capacity
vvroDa el. energie - electricity production
hltnost' - absorption capacity
spS.d - head
prevadzkova hladina - operational level



Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah - H.V. Ill (lisek LISKOVA - BE5ENOVA)

v rkm 327.37 - 335.22 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)
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Propose.1 of the Rive
Van H.

— u

for Utilization of Hydropotential 
II (LISKOVA-BESENOVA section) the River 
22 (status of preparation by 1996).

llometer

VE v prevAdzke - VE in operation 
VE v priprave - VE under preparartion

stav pripravy - preparation status 
tok - stream
nazov vodnej elek trarne - hydroelectric power plant name
parameter - parameter
riedny km - river km
m=tal. vykon - installed capacity
vyroba el. energie - electricity production
hitnost - absorption capacity
spaa - head
prevadzkova hladina - operational level



HYDRQENERuET:C POTENTIAL OF THE SLOVAr 
situation by the end of 1995

hydroenergeticky potential - hydrcenergetic 
tech, vyu5i te 1’ny HEP - tech, usable HEP 
vyuSivany HEP - HEP being utilized 
Dunaj - Danube 
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